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Mordiscos
A translation of Chomp (9780375868276)

Carl Hiaasen

“Mystery, action, humor, and exotic animals and settings, all 
tied together by a writer with an exceptional grasp of language, 
makes this a sure hit with any mystery-loving readers.”  
—School Library Journal, on the English- language edition

“Hiaasen’s best for a young audience since Newbery Honor 
Hoot (2002) features a shy, deep-feeling protagonist who’s also a 
pragmatist and plenty of nature info and age-appropriate cultural 
commentary…. Humorous adventure tales just don’t get any 
more wacked…or fun to read than this.”  
—Kirkus Reviews, on the English- language edition

• English-language edition sold over 110,000 copies.

An exciting read that doesn’t slow down as it reveals the intimate 
story of a family, filled with a bright dose of humor. The protago-
nist, Wahoo Cray, is the son of an animal trainer and lives in the 
zoo. Unlike other boys his age, he has grown up surrounded by 
gators, snakes, parrots, rats, and monkeys. To cope with the fam-
ilies economic problems, Wahoo’s dad decides to begin working 
for a reality T.V. show, Expedition Survival! This brings head-
aches, as they must deal with the unbearable Derek Badger, the 
eccentric and awkward host of the show. Problems arise almost 
immediately once Derek gets bitten by a bat and goes missing in 
a storm, taking everyone along for an unpredictable adventure.

Carl Hiaasen was born and raised in Florida, where he current-
ly lives with his family. After graduating from the University 
of Florida, he began to write for the Miami Herald and is now 
the successful author of Hoot, Flush, Chomp, Bad Monkey, and 
many others.

FICTION/SPANISH: YOUNG ADULT/LIBROS EN ESPAÑOL 
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP, 384 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9786077356158
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER
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Rojo, negro, blanco
Red, Black, White

Rettore AS

Discover a whole slew of new friends in this latest installment, 
from ants and butterflies, snails and squirrels, to foxes and owls. 
This cloth book with sounds at every page helps stimulate play  
in young children.

Rettore AS is specializing in the creation and production of 
unique, fun and innovative cloth books, bath books and board 
books that stimulate babies´ imaginations and development with 
a strong play value from birth to age three.

CHILDRENS: FICTION, AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K
8 PAGES, 5.5 X 5.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
FABRIC, $14.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9788491010173
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  JANUARY 2017

Los tres peques
The Three Little Ones

Christian Inaraja

Accompany a newborn on the three big moments of the day—
bath time, mealtime, and bedtime—with this set of three books. 
Short stories featuring a question-answer format also include 
modern and attractive illustrations.

Christian Inaraja Genís is a Spanish artist and illustrator. He has 
illustrated more than 80 books and has contributed to numerous 
children’s periodicals.

CHILDRENS: FICTION, AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
14 PAGES, 6.75 X 6.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
BOXED SET, $15.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9788491010050
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  FEBRUARY 2017
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Toca toca series Series

¡Feliz cumpleaños!
A translation of Baby Touch. Happy Birthday! (9780723299349)

Ladybird Books Ltd.

A birthday is always a special time. Help little ones celebrate 
with the new friends they meet and discover the presents each 
one receives.

Ladybird books are known and loved the world over. For mil-
lions of people, they bring back the golden days of childhood — 
learning to read, discovering the magic of books, and growing up.

CHILDRENS: BOARD BOOKS, AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
10 PAGES, 10.25 X 10.25
10 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
BOARD BOOK, $15.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9788491010159
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  FEBRUARY 2017

¡Con permiso, señor búho!
With Permission, Senior Buho!

Assumpta Mateu Vilaseca 
Illustrations by Monica Campabadal Gili

¡Con permiso, señor búho! This round book introduces a unique 
format to little ones where animals of the forest come together to 
create a harmonious melody that can be sung by all, touching on 
values such as kindness, generosity, and solidarity.

Assumpta Mateu Vilaseca is well known within the Spanish 
education community and has many years of experience working 
with children’s educational content. Monica Campabadal Gili is 
a writer and an illustrator specialized in educational content for 
preschoolers. She has more than 10 years of experience in the 
field and has written or illustrated more than 30 books.

CHILDRENS: BOARD BOOKS, AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
20 PAGES, 7.25 X 7.25
20 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
BOARD BOOK, $12.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9788492636754
RIGHTS: WORLD

TITIRIS/ TITIRIS EDITORIAL S.L.  MARCH 2017
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Las Tres Mellizas Series

Las tres mellizas vamos  
a la nieve
The Triplets Play in the Snow

Roser Capdevila and Merçe Company

Ana tells how she has fun with her sisters, Teresa and Elena, 
during the Christmas holidays. Sledding, making a snowman, and 
creating three little snow angels.

Roser Capdevila studied and taught at the Massana School 
in Barcelona. In 1980, she began illustrating children’s books. 
Mercè Company has published over 190 works of various genres, 
including film scripts and television series.

CHILDRENS: FICTION, AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K
24 PAGES, 8.25 X 8.25
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9788416012602
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  DECEMBER

Love Baby Healthy Series

Tu bebé, por siempre
A translation of Your Baby, Always (9781936669356)

Dr. John Hutton

A touching board book that shows the importance of building 
strong bonds between child and parent.  From the bestselling 
Love Baby Healthy series by pediatrician Dr. John Hutton and il-
lustrator Leah Busch, this simple, rhyming book captures the joy 
and importance of this special time together. Key developmental 
milestones are shown in a dreamy, joyous way, highlighting this 
critical stage of development when children need loving, engaged 
grownups the most, reinforcing recommendations and encourag-
ing parent-child bonding through reading and play.

Dr. John Hutton is a pediatrician, an author, and the owner of 
the award-winning blue manatee children’s bookstore in Cincin-
nati, Ohio. He is the author of Sleep Baby, Safe and Snug and 
the award-winning Baby Unplugged series and the founder of 
the blog Baby Unplugged. Leah Busch is an artist and co-creator 
of the award-winning Toast to Baby series. They both live in 
Cincinnati, Ohio.

CHILDRENS: BOARD BOOKS, AGES 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
14 PAGES, 5.5 X 5.5
14 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
BOARD BOOK, $7.99 (CAN $9.99)
ISBN: 9781936669462
RIGHTS: WORLD

BLUE MANATEE PRESS  FEBRUARY 2017
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Me encanta la Navidad
A translation of I Love Christmas (9781416983170)

Anna Walker

With simple, rhyming text and attractive illustrations, this book 
is ideal for young readers. It tells the story of Pirulí, a curious 
little zebra who loves to discover new things with his dog, Pirata. 
One of Pirulí’s very favorite things is Christmas.

Anna Walker is the award-winning Australian author and illus-
trator of the I Love series. Her illustrations have enjoyed interna-
tional success across a range of products, from greeting cards to 
Christmas decorations.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS, AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
24 PAGES, 7 X 6.25
12 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9788415357698
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  DECEMBER

Tú y yo
You and I

Elisenda Roca 
Illustrations by Raúl Guridi

With tenderness and good humor, this book explores the ques-
tions and emotions that a child goes through when a new baby 
arrives at home. Help children discover the joy of a new brother 
or sister.

Elisenda Roca is an award-winning Spanish radio and television 
journalist who has served as the doyenne of the Association of 
Journalists of Catalonia. She is the author of several books for 
parents and parents-to-be. Raúl Guridi is an illustrator and sec-
ondary school teacher.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS, AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
48 PAGES, 9 X 11.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9788491010388
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  JANUARY 2017
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El león remolón
A translation of The Very Lazy Lion 
(9781848573093)

Jack Tickle

Where do polar bears live? How does a 
wolf howl and a chicken cluck? How does 
a tortoise swim? What does a toucan look 
like? Kids will discover this and more in 
this book full of surprises.

Jack Tickle is the pseudonym of award 
winning children’s illustrator Jane Chap-
man, who has won many awards in her 
own right.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
12 PAGES, 9.75 X 10.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788491010272
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  FEBRUARY 2017

La gallina feliz
A translation of The Very Happy Hen 
(9781848574724)

Jack Tickle

Where do polar bears live? How does a 
wolf howl and a chicken cluck? How does 
a tortoise swim? What does a toucan look 
like? Kids will discover the answers to 
these questions and more in this book full 
of surprises.

Jack Tickle is the pseudonym of award 
winning children’s illustrator Jane Chap-
man, who has won many awards in her 
own right.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
12 PAGES, 9.75 X 10.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788491010265
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  JANUARY 2017

El dinosaurio burlón
A translation of Silly Dizzy Dinosaur! 
(9781848690448)

Jack Tickle

A whole crew of dinosaurs is up to their 
old tricks in these unfolding pages that are 
sure to please little ones. The diplodocus, 
tyrannosaurus rex, pterodactyl, and ichthy-
osaurus might be big, but that won’t scare 
kids away from laughing along with their 
adventures.

Jack Tickle is the pseudonym of award 
winning children’s illustrator Jane Chap-
man, who has won many awards in her 
own right.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
12 PAGES, 9.75 X 10.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788491010289
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  JANUARY 2017

Libros cu-cú sorpresa series Series
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Pop-Down Series

¡Una carrera de globos!
A Balloon Race!

Jaume Copons

It’s the middle of the balloon race when the sky begins to darken! 
Will the frightened contestants reach the finish? Kids can join in 
the adventure with pop-down pages—best viewed while lying in 
bed or on the floor, or even doing a handstand!

Jaume Copons is a former instructor of language and literature, a 
screenwriter who has worked on Los Lunnis and Sesame Street, 
and the author of the children’s book Un tesoro en el patio. 
Òscar Julve is a Spanish illustrator. He studied fine arts at the 
University of Barcelona and is the recipient of the Premi Mercè 
Llimona, Premi Lola Anglada, and other illustration prizes.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS, AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
16 PAGES, 8 X 7.25, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9788498259964
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  JANUARY 2017

¡Submarino al rescate!
Submarine Rescue!

Jaume Copons

A submarine rushes off to rescue a trapped dolphin. What sur-
prises will it find at the bottom of the sea? Kids can join in the 
adventure with pop-down pages—best viewed while lying in bed 
or on the floor, or even doing a handstand!

Jaume Copons is a former instructor of language and literature, a 
screenwriter who has worked on Los Lunnis and Sesame Street, 
and the author of the children’s book Un tesoro en el patio. 
Òscar Julve is a Spanish illustrator. He studied fine arts at the 
University of Barcelona and is the recipient of the Premi Mercè 
Llimona, Premi Lola Anglada, and other illustration prizes.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS, AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
16 PAGES, 8 X 8, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9788498259940
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  FEBRUARY 2017
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Pop! Popopuestos Series

Pop! PopOpuestos en la selva
Pop! Pop Opposites in the Jungle

Bob Daly

Hidden or in plain sight, big or small, polka dotted or striped, 
everyone is welcome in the world of popopuestos! Each page 
reveals a new animal, a neat fact about it, and a pair of opposite 
words. Did you know that elephants never stop growing?

Bob Daly is an artist and illustrator. His simple and graphic 
artwork is inspired by vintage advertising and children’s books. 
Bob’s work has been used in books, publications, toys, stationary 
and fabric.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS, AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
12 PAGES, 10 X 10
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $17.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9788491010258
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  JANUARY 2017

Pop! PopOpuestos en la granja
Pop! Pop Opposites in the Farm

Hidden or in plain sight, big or small, polka dotted or striped, 
everyone is welcome in the world of popopuestos! Each page 
reveals a new animal, a neat fact about it, and a pair of opposite 
words. Did you know that cows can eat up to 44 pounds of food 
in a day?

Bob Daly is an artist and illustrator. His simple and graphic 
artwork is inspired by vintage advertising and children’s books. 
Bob’s work has been used in books, publications, toys, stationary 
and fabric.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS, AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
12 PAGES, 10 X 10
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $17.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9788491010234
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  FEBRUARY 2017
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El maravilloso 
mini-peli-coso
The Marvelous Mini-Movie-Coso, a 
translation of the French Le merveilleux 
dodu-velu-petit (9782226257819)

Beatrice Alemagna

Little Eddie heard his sister say, “Cumple 
mama mini-peli-coso,” and is determined 
to find a birthday gift for his mother too. 
In his journey through the city, each shop-
keeper offers him a small object, but none 
is the marvelous present he’s looking for. 
Will he find the perfect gift?

Beatrice Alemagna is an author and illus-
trator. She received first prize for illustra-
tion in Montreal’s Salon du Livre in 1996.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS
42 PAGES, 8.75 X 12
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $17.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9788491010197
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  FEBRUARY 2017

¿Quién es? ¡Cuidado!
A translation of Who’s There? Beware! 
(9781848574540)

Patricia Hegarty

A night under the full moon, a walk 
through the forest, and a tiny mouse’s mis-
sion: bring a basket of food to his grand-
mother, who lives at the very end of the 
path. But at night, any shadow can cause a 
fright! Open the flaps to find who’s really 
hiding behind them.

Patricia Hegarty is a children’s book 
author.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 14 PAGES, 9 X 9
14 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788491010135
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  JANUARY 2017

Todos bostezan
Everyone is Yawning, a translation of the 
Dutch (9789044823417)

Anita Bijsterbosch

The perfect book for children who can’t 
seem to fall asleep. Each page features a 
yawning animal showing off its enormous 
mouth behind a flap, until…they all fall 
asleep!

Anita Bijsterbosch is an author-illustra-
tor of the Oppenheim Gold Seal Award 
winner Whose Hat is That?, and runs an 
asylum for animals and thus animals take 
center stage in her works.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
32 PAGES, 8.25 X 8.75
32 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $15.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9788491010210
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  JANUARY 2017
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La Salud es Divertida Series

Ramiro descubre a Estrezú
Ramiro Discovers Estrezú

María Noel Toledo

Ramiro has the feeling that something odd has taken up resi-
dence in his home. He can’t see it, but its presence is everywhere. 
Why are mom and dad acting so strangely? Ramiro’s seen mom 
running through the house wrapped in a towel, riding a scooter, 
though she denies it. He’s determined to discover the truth—why 
not open the book and help?

María Noel Toledo is a pediatric dentist with 15 years of experi-
ence. She is also an author and illustrator of children’s books.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS, AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2
56 PAGES, 8.5 X 8.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9788495923561
RIGHTS: US

EDITORIAL PRIMERAPERSONA  DECEMBER

Ramiro y la maravillosa Molly
Ramiro and the Marvelous Molly

María Noel Toledo

Things are happening in Ramiro’s mouth that not even he’s 
aware of! Three mischievous bandits have taken up residence in 
one of its rowdiest neighborhoods, commanded by shady char-
acter Mrs. Plaque. When they hatch a plan to invade and attack 
young Molly, it’s up to us to step in and help save her.

María Noel Toledo is a pediatric dentist with 15 years of experi-
ence. She is also an author and illustrator of children’s books.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS, AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
56 PAGES, 8.5 X 8.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9788495923356 (REPLACES: 9789974950887) 
RIGHTS: US

EDITORIAL PRIMERAPERSONA  NOVEMBER
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Halloween Series

Sombra robada
Stolen Shadow

Pablo Albo

Our protagonist arrives at school accompanied by an odd shad-
ow. It’s wearing a top hat, carrying a cane, and has unusually 
long nails. The mischievous shadow gets him punished by the 
gym teacher. How could his shadow get switched? Of course, 
it happened on top of a tomb in the cemetery—and thus, our 
gruesome story begins.

Pablo Albo is a professional storyteller who has participated in 
numerous oral storytelling festivals throughout Spain. He is the 
award-winning author of Inés azul and Mar de sábanas and the 
coauthor of Cuentos contados. Lucía Serrano is an award-win-
ning author of children’s books, including El día que olvidé 
cerrar el grifo and ¡Yo quiero una mascota! They previously 
collaborated on Esqueleto ladrón and Pelusa asesina.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS, AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2 
24 PAGES, 8 X 9.75
20 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $9.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9788415357650
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  MARCH 2017

Acervo Series

Vinland
Vinland

Salva Rubio 
Illustrations by Stebba Ósk Ómarsdóttir

The latest installment in the Acervo series on ancient cultures is 
all about the Vikings’ last expedition to America. Icelandic sagas 
tell of Vinland, the land of wine, and how both ambition and 
betrayal wreaked havoc with this final journey. Delve into the 
story presented here with Viking-style art based on rune stones 
and engravings.

Salva Rubio is a Spanish writer and director. He studied art 
history at the Complutense University of Madrid and cinema and 
television screenwriting at Charles III University of Madrid. He 
has received numerous screenwriting awards and was a finalist 
for the Spanish Society of Authors and Publishers screenwriting 
prize. Stebba Ósk Ómarsdóttir is an Icelandic illustrator and 
animator. She works for LOUD! Magazine and the European 
Institute of Design in Barcelona.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4 
40 PAGES, 8 X 9.75
40 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.99 (CAN $17.99)
ISBN: 9788415357681
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  FEBRUARY 2017
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Brujarella
Brujarella

Iban Barrenetxea

Two incredible mysteries have seized Terragrís Forest. The witch 
Brujarella is missing one of her three pairs of white tights with 
black stripes—or are they black with white stripes? And even 
worse, Terragrís’s frogs have all disappeared. Not one is left. 
Could these two outrageous events be related?

Iban Beranetxea is a former graphic designer and currently an 
illustrator. He has illustrated over a dozen books and also been 
the author of three of them.

CHILDRENS: FICTION, AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7 
176 PAGES, 6.5 X 9
10 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788415357667
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  OCTOBER

Agus y los monstruos Series

La guerra del bosque
The War of the Forest

Jaume Copons

Agus and his friends can’t go on an adventure without running 
into trouble. This time, the evil Dr. Brot and his assistant Nap are 
provoking a war between fairies and dwarfs over an ancient gold 
coin! Will Hole the axe come to the rescue in time?

Jaume Copons is a former instructor of language and literature, a 
screenwriter who has worked on Los Lunnis and Sesame Street, 
and the author of the children’s book Un tesoro en el patio. As 
part of the collective Bono Bidari, he has published La Compañía 
de Balta y el Reino de Caucas and Yo, Elvis Riboldi. Liliana 
Fortuny is an illustrator and an animator. The two previously 
collaborated on the El libro de . . . series.

CHILDRENS: FICTION, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 152 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $13.95)
ISBN: 9788491010401
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  FEBRUARY 2017
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Jóvenes lectores Series

Martín en el mundo de las  
cosas perdidas
Martin in the World of Lost Things

Susana López Rubio

Martin is an expert at losing things, but his mom and grand-
mother were used to it and took it with patience and a sense of 
humor. “You’ll have to sew your things onto your hands,” they 
told him. Martin didn’t let it worry him so much until the day he 
lost his most beloved possession: the family photo album. He’s 
determined to find it at any cost—but where do lost treasures go? 
Martin embarks on a fantastic journey to the land of lost things, 
where he meets great friends, terrible monsters, and an unforget-
table adventure. But will he find his album?

Susana López Rubio is a Spanish writer and director. Her tele-
vision credits include El monstruo del pozo, Círculo rojo, R.I.S 
científica, La chica de ayer, and El tiempo entre costuras among 
others. She is also the author of children’s book La mejor familia 
del mundo.

CHILDRENS: FICTION, AGES 9–12, GRADES 9–12
224 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
10 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9788483433959
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BAMBÚ  JANUARY 2017

Candela y el misterio de la  
puerta entreabierta
Candela and the Mystery of the Open Door

Reyes Martínez

Candela always passes in front of a house covered with vines on 
her way home from school. The old mansion has been aban-
doned for so long that it must be concealing some sort of mys-
tery. She has kept her distance, fearfully quickening her pace, but 
today a disturbing detail has called her attention: the glass door 
to the first-floor balcony is ajar. And if that isn’t enough, she also 
seems to hear a whispering voice. Is there someone in the house? 
Curiosity can be more powerful than fear, and Candela obeys her 
instinct and crosses the threshold to find out who—or what—is 
hiding within.

Reyes Martínez is a Spanish medical professional and writer.

CHILDRENS: FICTION, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
128 PAGES, 6 X 8.5
10 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $10.95)
ISBN: 9788483433942
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BAMBÚ  MARCH 2017
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Las aventuras de Sherlock 
Holmes para niños
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes for Kids

Arthur Conan Doyle 
Foreword by Lito Ferran

Meet the ingenious Sherlock Holmes and his assistant, Dr. 
Watson, in these three essential adventures. Resolve the inexpli-
cable mystery of “La liga de los pelirrojos,” find out who’s been 
announcing their crimes in “Las cinco semillas de naranja,” and 
discover the hidden identity in “El cliente ilustre.” Anything is 
possible when you’re with the most famous detective of all time.

Arthur Conan Doyle was a Scottish writer and doctor. In ad-
dition to the Sherlock Holmes stories, he was a prolific author 
whose works include science fiction stories, historical novels, 
plays, and poetry.

CHILDRENS: CLASSICS, AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 64 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9789877183023
RIGHTS: WORLD

EDICIONES LEA  NOVEMBER

Las aventuras de Don Quijote 
de la Mancha para niños
The Adventures of Don Quijote of La Mancha for Kids

Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra 
Foreword by Enzo Maqueira

Don Quijote is a voracious reader of chivalrous novels, those 
ones in which men travel on horseback across the countryside 
fighting giants and freeing princesses. Nothing in the stories 
is true, but Don Quijote doesn’t know that. He’s determined 
to become a knight-errant himself. Together with his faithful 
squire Sancho Panza, he’ll cross the Spanish kingdom in search 
of adventure! This greatest classic of Spanish literature has been 
adapted for readers ages 9-12.

Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra’s work has been translated into 
many languages and has been read, analyzed, and studied by 
aficionados all over the world.

CHILDRENS: FICTION, AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7 
64 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9789877183009
RIGHTS: WORLD
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Cuentos policiales para niños
Police Stories for Children

Rigiroli Victoria

The stories found here offer mysteries to solve and clues to inter-
pret. They require the smartest and cleverest readers who are able 
to think quickly and have a keen sense of observation who won’t 
be fooled by appearances. Are you ready to become a detective?

Victoria Rigiroli is an Argentinean professor of Spanish, Latin, 
and literature.

CHILDRENS: FICTION, AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7 
64 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9789877183016
RIGHTS: WORLD
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Antes, cuando Venecia no existía
Before, When Venice Did Not Exist

Victoria Pérez-Escrivá

Some of the things we know, we know from behind, from the 
back. Others we know from the side or the sole of the foot. We 
think with a knee or elbow. A finger knows something the head 
doesn’t know. And sometimes, they lead us to the wrong place, or 
so it seems: a stairway that leads nowhere, or a story that goes in 
circles. We think we know what direction the path will take, but 
sometimes we’re wrong.

Victoria Pérez Escrivá is an author, an illustrator, and the coordi-
nator of and a teacher at the Escuela Infantil de Música de Maese 
Pedro, a youth musical center in Madrid.
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192 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.75
75 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $15.99 (CAN $18.99)
ISBN: 9788415357834
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Contar de 7 en 7
A translation of Counting by 7s (9780803738553)

Holly Goldberg Sloan

“In achingly beautiful prose, Holly Goldberg Sloan has written a 
delightful tale of transformation that’s a celebration of life in all 
its wondrous, hilarious and confounding glory. Counting by 7s is 
a triumph.” —Maria Semple, author of Where’d You Go, Berna-
dette, on the English-language edition

“Holly Goldberg Sloan writes about belonging in a way I’ve 
never quite seen in any other book. This is a gorgeous, funny, and 
heartwarming novel that I’ll never forget.” —John Corey Whaley, 
author of Where Things Come Back, on the English-language 
edition

“Willow Chance subtly drew me into her head and her life, so 
much so that I was holding my breath for her by the end. Holly 
Goldberg Sloan has created distinct characters who will stay with 
you long after you finish the book.” —Sharon Creech, Newbery 
Award-winning author of Walk Two Moons, on the English-lan-
guage edition

• A New York Times Bestseller. An AMAZON Best Book of the Year  
  2013.  A Kids’ Indie Next List Top Ten Book-- #4, Best Books of  
  Autumn 2013.  B.E.A. Buzz Book Award 2013.  A Texas Bluebonnet  
  Award Nominee 2014-2015 Master List.  A School Library Journal  
  Best Book of the Year.  An E.B. White Read Aloud Honor Book. A  
  Dorothy Canfield Fisher Children’s Book Award Nominee.  A Na- 
  tional Public Radio Best Book of the Year.

• English- language edition sold over 75,000 copies.

Willow Chance is a twelve-year-old genius, obsessed with nature 
and diagnosing medical conditions, who finds it comforting to 
count by 7s. It has never been easy for her to connect with anyone 
other than her adoptive parents, but that hasn’t kept her from 
leading a quietly happy life . . . until now. Suddenly Willow’s 
world is tragically changed when her parents both die in a car 
crash, leaving her alone in a baffling world. The triumph of this 
book is that it is not a tragedy. This extraordinarily odd, but 
extraordinarily endearing, girl manages to push through her grief. 
Her journey to find a fascinatingly diverse and fully believable 
surrogate family is a joy and a revelation to read.

Holly Goldberg Sloan was born in Michigan and spent her 
childhood living in Holland, Turkey, Washington DC, California 
and Eugene, Oregon. She has written and directed a number 
of successful feature films. The mother of two sons, Holly lives 
with her husband in Santa Monica, California. She is also the 
author of I’ll Be There, which won numerous young adult and 
best book awards.

CHILDRENS: FICTION, AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7 
416 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9786077356653
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Iluminados
A translation of Illuminate (9780547626147)

Aimee Agresti

“Smart, well-crafted and sophisticated; without a doubt, this be-
longs on the top of the stack of the current crop of angel books. 
More, please!” —Kirkus, on the English-language edition

“Agresti’s story accelerates to an exciting climax, and the blos-
soming romance is sweet and satisfying.” —Publisher’s Weekly, 
on the English- language edition

Romantic, mysterious, and disturbing, this young adult novel 
takes us into the heart of an evil game. Haven Terra is a smart 
student, but is antisocial by nature and is labeled as an outcast. 
But everything changes when she is awarded a prestigious intern-
ship at a posh Chicago hotel. There she meets Aurelia Brown, the 
attractive owner of the establishment; Lucian Grove, a dashing 
gentleman that is her second-in-command; and their stunning 
yet aloof staff of glamazons called The Outfit. As Haven begins 
falling for Lucian, she discovers that these beautiful people are 
not quite what they seem. With the help of a mysterious book, 
she uncovers the evil agenda of Aurelia and company: they’re in 
the business of buying souls. Will they succeed in wooing Haven 
to join them in their recruitment efforts, or will she be able to 
thwart this devilish set’s plans to take the souls of her classmates 
on prom night at the hotel?

Aimee Agresti is an entertainment journalist and author. She is 
a staff writer at Us Weekly and her work as also appeared in 
People, the Washington Post, Mademoiselle, and the New York 
Observer. Illuminate is her first novel for teens. She lives in Wash-
ington D.C.

FICTION/SPANISH: YOUNG ADULT, AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
576 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $24.99)
ISBN: 9786077354376
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER

Inalcanzable
A translation of Out of Reach (9781442440531)

Carrie Arcos

“A powerful debut.”  
—School Library Journal, on the English- language edition

“Ellen Hopkins fans will find another look at methamphetamine 
addiction in this quick, realistic debut. “  
—Kirkus, on the English-language edition

• English- language edition was a 2012 National Book Award finalist  
   for young people’s literature

A young girl desperately searches for her missing addict broth-
er while facing her own conflicts in this dark and lyrical novel. 
Incanzable offers us a realistic view of how substance abuse 
affects not only those who consume them, but everyone else 
around them. Rachel has always idolized her older brother 
Micah. He struggles with addiction, but she tells herself that he’s 
in control. And she almost believes it. Until the night that Micah 
doesn’t come home. Rachel’s terrified—and she can’t help but 
feel responsible. She should have listened when Micah tried to 
confide in her. And she only feels more guilt when she receives an 
anonymous note telling her that Micah is nearby and in danger. 
With nothing more to go on than hope and a slim lead, Rachel 
and Micah’s best friend, Tyler, begin the search. Along the way, 
Rachel will be forced to confront her own dark secrets, her grow-
ing attraction to Tyler…and the possibility that Micah may never 
come home.

Carrie Arcos an MA in creative writing and English literature 
and is an author of young adult fiction. Her debut novel, Out of 
Reach was selected as a 2012 National Book Award Finalist for 
young people’s literature. She lives in Los Angeles.

FICTION/SPANISH: YOUNG ADULT, AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
224 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.99)
ISBN: 9786077357391
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Adiós, mi loca europea
A translation of Au Revoir, Crazy European Chick 
(9780547577388)

Joe Schreiber

“What follows are captures, tortures, machine guns, a helicopter 
rescue, and a kiss that is, like this addictive first novel for teens, a 
‘long, intoxicating dive through a sea of Red Bull.’”  
—Booklist, on the English-language edition

“Au Revoir, Crazy European Chick is the hilarious YA buzzbomb 
I’ve been waiting for all year. Has style and wit to burn. I read 
the whole thing in one sitting. Buildings explode, scores are set-
tled, and the dialog is explosively funny. Pretty much every page 
does it to the hilt. Boom.” —Sean Beaudoin, author of You Killed 
Wesley Payne, on the English-language edition

About to graduate from high school, Perry has little to worry 
about since he was recently accepted to a prestigious universi-
ty. Its prom night—and Perry just wants to finally play a much 
anticipated gig with his band in the Big Apple. But when his 
mother makes him take Gobija Zaksauskas—their quiet, geeky 
Lithuanian exchange student—to the prom, he never expects that 
his ordinary high school guy life will soon turn on its head. Perry 
finds that Gobi is on a mission, and Perry has no other choice but 
to go along for a reckless ride through Manhattan’s concrete grid 
with a trained assassin in Dad’s red Jag. Infused with capers, car 
chases, heists, hits, henchmen, and even a bear fight, this story 
mixes romance, comedy, and tragedy in a true teen coming-of-
age adventure—and it’s not over until it’s “au revoir.”

Joe Schreiber is the author of Death Troopers, Darth Scabrous, 
and Perry’s Killer Playlist. He lives in Pennsylvania.

FICTION/SPANISH: YOUNG ADULT, AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
192 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9786074009613
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER

Una canción macabra
A translation of Ghoulish Song (9781442427297)

William Alexander

This book takes us back to Zombay, the imaginary country creat-
ed by William Alexander in Goblin Secrets. We are now intro-
duced to a brave girl names Kaile, who dreams of pursuing mu-
sic. Her dream seems to come true one day when a goblin gives 
her a flute made of bone. However, she quickly realizes that when 
you touch it, something terrible happens: she loses her shadow. In 
the great kingdom of Zombay, when someone loses their shadow, 
they are considered to be dead. Regardless of the fact that she is 
moving and breathing, her parents soon kick her out of the house 
since they believe she is haunting them.  Not only must Kaile 
find a way to revert back to how things were before, but she also 
must find the melody that allows her to save people from a flood 
that threatens to destroy all of Zombay.

William Alexander is an adjunct professor at the Minneapolis 
College of Art and Design. He is also the author of Goblin 
Secrets.

FICTION/SPANISH: YOUNG ADULT, AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
200 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.99)
ISBN: 9786077356905
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER
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Las mil noches
A translation of A Thousand Nights (9781484722275)

E. K. Johnston

A novel filled with fantasy, magic, and intrigue that incorporate 
themes of ancient oriental narrative, Las mil noches is designed 
to capture the interest of younger readers. The author creates an 
unforgettable character, making her a complex and multi-faceted 
figure. One day, King Lo-Melkiin arrives at the region where the 
girl lives in an attempt to find a new wife. Unfortunately, this 
murderous king has killed over three hundred women in other 
towns in his search, and he chooses the protagonist’s sister. She 
can’t stand by and watch her sister be killed, so she steps in to 
take the place of her sister in an attempt to put an end to the rule 
of a monster.

E.K. Johnston is a Canadian writer who used to work as a foren-
sic archaeologist before devoting her time to writing. She is also 
the author of The Story of Owen.

FICTION/SPANISH: YOUNG ADULT, AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
320 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9786077358411
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER

La gramática del amor
The Grammar of Love

Rocío Carmona

In an isolated English boarding school, Irene experiences an 
unhappy love affair that leads to a myriad of emotions. Then a 
mysterious and seductive teacher proposes they study “the gram-
mar of love” together. Irene slowly learns to live, and to love. 
While she falls for her teacher, an unexpected suitor fights for 
her affection. Irene is torn in a tempest of feelings, unspeakable 
adventures, and books that leave a mark on her soul.

Rocío Carmona is an editor, a writer, and a singer in the musical 
group Nikosia.

FICTION/SPANISH: YOUNG ADULT, AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
2013 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
MASS MARKET, $17.95 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9786077358046
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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El héroe de WondLa
A translation of A Hero for Wondla (9781416983125)

Tony DiTerlizzi

Eva Nine had never seen another human being before the end of 
The Search for WondLa, but after a human boy named Hailey 
rescues her along with her companions, she couldn’t be happier. 
Eva feels like she has everything she’s ever dreamed of, especially 
when Hailey brings her and her friends back to the colony of 
New Attica, where humans of all shapes and sizes live in appar-
ent peace and harmony. But Eva soon discovers that the situation 
in New Attica is anything but perfect; there is something seri-
ously wrong. If she is unable to stop it, it could mean the end of 
everything and everyone on planet Orbona. Filled with duo-tone, 
digital illustrations, El Héroe de WondLa has all the hallmarks of 
a classic book—of the future.

Tony DiTerlizzi is a graphic artist and a children’s author. His 
fame began with the success of his series the Spiderwick Chron-
icles. He is the illustrator and author of all five novels in the 
series, as well as the executive producer of the film The Spider 
and the Fly, based on his characters. He is also the author of The 
Search for WondLa.
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TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $22.95)
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Smek para presidente
A translation of Smek for President! (9781484709696)

Adam Rex

After having saved the Earth from the threat of Gorg — a ma-
neuver that cloned many, many cats — our favorite duo becomes 
famous, though not in a good way. Instead, human Dan Landry 
has taken credit for conquering the Gorg, and the Boov blame 
J. Lo for ruining their colonization of the planet. Determined to 
clear his name, J.Lo and Tip hop into Slushious, a Chevy that 
J. Lo has engineered into a somewhat operational spaceship, 
and head to New Boovworld, home of aliens on one of Saturn’s 
moons. But the less-than-stellar welcome they receive upon ar-
rival is not what the duo was hoping for. J. Lo is quickly dubbed 
as Public Enemy Number One, and Captain Smek knows that 
capturing him is his only chance to get ahead in the first presi-
dential election of Boov. Tip and J.Lo must fight to set the record 
straight-and return home in once piece.

Adam Rex is a designer, an illustrator, and an author. He is the 
illustrator of The Dirty Cowboy and the author of the New York 
Times children’s bestseller Frankenstein Makes a Sandwich and 
El verdadero significado del Smekdía. 
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Enclave
A translation of Enclave (9780312551377)

Ann Aguirre

“Despite its heavy focus on Deuce’s emotional development, 
including the love triangle of which she is unwittingly the center, 
this postapocalyptic thriller also delivers gripping suspense and 
bloody violence. A must-read for fans.” 
—Booklist, on the English-language edition

In a subterranean, post-apocalyptic world where the life expec-
tancy is less than early 20’s, Deuce, the protagonist in this story, 
leaves the enclave in search of food for others. At fifteen, she is 
deemed the Huntress and is paired with Fade, a teenage Hunter. 
When the two discover that the neighboring enclave has been 
decimated by tunnel monsters, they run to tell the elders who do 
not take their warnings seriously. Exiled from the enclave, the 
balance in the struggle for survival is about to be overturned…

Ann Aguirre is a New York Times– and USA Today–bestselling 
author. She lives in Mexico City.

FICTION/SPANISH: YOUNG ADULT, AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
312 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.5
MASS MARKET, $9.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9786077358138
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Invierno asesino
A translation of Winterkill (9781419712357)

Kate A Boorman

The first in a disturbing an overwhelming trilogy, this story that 
is primarily directed towards younger readers will also spark the 
interest of older readers thanks to its remarkable combination 
of horror, mystery, love, and action. Emmeline knows she’s not 
supposed to explore the woods outside her settlement. The enemy 
that has wiped out half her people lurks out there, attacking at 
night and keeping them isolated in an unfamiliar land with mer-
ciless winters. When faced with a potential wedding to the wrong 
someone, Emmeline’s dreams urge her into the woods, where she 
uncovers the path her grandmother once took — the one that 
cost her. What is really at the end of the path? Is it something so 
dark and scary as everyone has claimed? If Emmeline isn’t care-
ful, she may have the same fate has her grandmother.

Kate A. Boorman has a Master of Arts degree from the University 
of Alberta and has a resume full of an eclectic assortment of jobs. 
Winterkill is her first novel.
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La espada de Kuromori
A translation of The Sword of Kuromori (9781405270601)

Jason Rohan

When Kenny Blackwood arrives in Tokyo to spend the summer 
with his father, he is stunned to discover a destiny he had never 
dreamed of. He finds himself in the middle of a hidden war 
that is about to explode. Racing against an impossible dead-
line, Kenny must find the fabled Sword of Heaven and use it 
to prevent the disaster. But a host of terrifying monsters is out 
to destroy him, and success will come at a price. With clever, 
fearless, sarcastic Kiyomi at his side, Kenny must negotiate the 
worlds of modern and mythic Japan to find the lost sword, 
before it’s too late.

Jason Rohan has worked as a writer for Marvel Comics in New 
York and as an English professor in Japan. The Sword of Ku-
romori is his debut novel and he describes it as a cross between 
Percy Jackson and The Matrix.
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TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9786077356127
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Notas suicidas de chicas  
hermosas
A translation of Suicide Notes from Beautiful Girls 
(9781481418539)

Lynn Weingarten

• English- language edition sold over 17,000 copies

This novel has all the ingredients of teenage literature — love, 
transgression, friendship, rebellion, and conflict. Through an 
amazing cast of characters, this story is as suspenseful and 
mysterious as those found in the typical adult genre. Before Delia 
committed suicide, June already missed her best friend. After 
the pair get into an argument that ends their friendship, June 
figured that sooner or later they would get over it and be best 
friends again — but then Delia’s life was tragically cut short. June 
barely has time to comprehend and mourn the death of her friend 
before Delia’s ex-boyfriend convinces her that it wasn’t suicide as 
everyone else thinks. She was murdered. Suddenly, she is dragged 
into a web of lies and deceit… and a conspiracy she never would 
have imagined.

Lynn Weingarten is an author, originally from New York. Her 
previous books, Wherever Nina Lies, and The Secret Sisterhood 
of Heartbreakers won various teen awards.
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Destino y la espada
Destiny and the Sword

Antonio Malpica

Mexican author Antonio Malpica, one of the central figures of 
Latin American narrative continues with the saga, “El libro de 
los héroes”, consisting of the novels Siete esqueletos decapita-
dos, Nocturno Belfegor, and El llamado de la estirpe. This series 
combines, with high efficiency, the adventure genre with terror 
and thrill. All of this takes place in an urban atmosphere marked 
by the gloom of the supernatural. In this new book, we find our-
selves once again with Sergio Mendhoza, a guy we’ve seen grow 
from pre-adolescence to early adulthood, and who is destined to 
face danger.

Antonio Malpica is an author, a playwright, and a musician. 
He has published more than 20 novels and plays. He lives in 
Mexico City.
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Playlist. Las canciones  
de mi muerte
A translation of Playlist for the Dead (9780062310507)

Michelle Falkoff

There was a party, and then there was a fight. The next morning, 
Sam’s best friend, Hayden, was dead. And all he left Sam was a 
playlist of songs and a suicide note: For Sam—listen and you’ll 
understand. To figure out what happened, Sam has to rely on the 
playlist and his own memory. But the more he listens, the more 
he realizes that his memory isn’t as reliable as he thought. And it 
might only be by taking out his ear buds and opening his eyes to 
the people around him that he’ll finally be able to piece together 
his best friend’s story. And maybe have a chance to change his 
own. Playlist for the Dead is an honest and gut-wrenching first 
novel about loss, rage, what it feels like to outgrow a friendship 
that’s always defined you—and the struggle to redefine yourself. 
But above all, it’s about finding hope when hope seems like the 
hardest thing to find.

Michelle Falkoff is a graduate of Iowa Writers’ Workshop and is 
currently the director of Communication and Legal Reasoning at 
Northwestern University. This is her first novel.

FICTION/SPANISH: YOUNG ADULT, AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
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Snow like ashes Series

Nieve como cenizas
A translation of Snow like Ashes (9780062286925)

Sara Raasch

“The plot and writing are superlative...Highly recommended.”  
—School Library Journal, on the English-language edition

Sixteen years ago the Kingdom of Winter was conquered and its 
citizens enslaved. Now the Winterians’ only hope for freedom 
is the eight survivors who managed to escape. Orphaned as an 
infant during Winter’s defeat, Meira has lived her whole life as a 
refugee. Training to be a warrior—and desperately in love with 
her best friend, Winter’s future king—she would do anything to 
help the kingdom rise to power again. So when scouts discov-
er the location of the ancient locket that can restore Winter’s 
magic, Meira decides to go after it herself—only to find herself 
thrust into a world of evil magic and dangerous politics—and 
ultimately comes to realize that her destiny is not, nor has it ever 
been, her own.

Sara Raasch is an American writer and this is her first book with-
in the Snow like Ashes trilogy.
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EXIT Series

Laberinto
Labyrinth

Víctor Panicello

In Gronjor, a world that’s half light and half shadow, a group of 
hunters traverse the untamed dark side. They’re headed towards 
the labyrinth, the most savage zone on the planet, populated by 
wild animals that work to throw center-seekers off their path. 
Gronjor’s delicate equilibrium depends on this cruel process of 
selection controlled by the sorcerer Milosh. There’s little cause for 
hope, except for a prophecy that speaks of an imminent change…

Víctor Panicello is a Spanish legal professional and a children’s 
book author. He is a recipient of the Ciudad de Badalona de 
Narrativa Juvenil and the Columna Jove prizes.
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Atrévete y verás
Dare to Try it and You Will See

Laura D’Ocon

A young woman receives a great revelation about her destiny. 
Her determination to seek it leads her to the Guatemalan jungle, 
where she must face her fears, reconnect with Mother Nature, 
and learn the most important and life-changing lesson of all. 
Through this book, you will discover who you are, and your 
place in this world.

Laura D’Ocon is a Spanish journalist. She is a columnist for El 
Nuevo Herald and People en español. Atrévete y verás is her 
first novel.

FICTION/SPANISH: YOUNG ADULT, AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
135 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9788416627165
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDICIONES OBLICUAS, INC.  MARCH 2017
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Vehículos de la  
ciudad
Vehicles of the City

Marc Clamens and Laurence James

A fire truck, an ambulance, a tow truck! 
These pop-up pictures and accompanying 
texts teach little ones about the vehicles 
they see in the city.

Marc Clemens is a French illustrator and 
comic book artist. His work appears in 
newspapers and children’s magazines.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION
 AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 14 PAGES, 8.5 X 6
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788491010111
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  JANUARY 2017

¡Mira qué artista! Series

Vincent Van Gogh
Vincent Van Gogh

Patricia Geis

Embark on an interactive journey through 
the career of Dutch painter Vincent Van 
Gogh! With pop-ups and lift the flaps, this 
book reveals his entire career. Discover his 
works, influences, and life story, and recre-
ate the famous Bedroom in Arles in 3D.

Patricia Geis studied graphic design at the 
Centre Universitari de Disseny i Art de 
Barcelona and fine arts at the New York 
Institute of Technology. She is the co-di-
rector of a graphic design studio and an 
author of numerous books for children.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 18 PAGES, 8.5 X 12
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $25.95 (CAN $30.95)
ISBN: 9788491010319
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  FEBRUARY 2017

¿Qué se esconde  
dentro del bosque?
What’s Hidden in the Forest?

Aina Bestard

What’s hidden in the woods? Look closely 
through three colored transparent sheets 
to discover hidden secrets. Start with green 
and nothing moves. As if by magic each 
sheet shows animals and plants coming 
to life. Watch nature’s surprises emerge in 
front of your eyes.

Aina Bestard is a designer and illustrator. 
She has published several books including 
What’s Hidden in the Woods?.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
24 PAGES, 11 X 10.5
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9788416012510
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  FEBRUARY 2017
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¡Bienvenidas, estaciones! Series

¡Bienvenido, otoño!
Welcome, Autumn!

Àngels Navarro

Illustrations by Carmen Queralt

These autumn-themed activities, such as riddles, mazes, and 
coloring pages, are sure to keep kids entertained on vacations or 
rainy days.

Àngels Navarro is a former psychologist and the author of a 
series of school notebooks and numerous children’s books. Her 
work focuses on brain teasers and logic puzzles in various for-
mats. She is the author of, among many other books, Animalario; 
Buenas noches; Letra a letra; Mira, mira; El tesoro de Barbazul; 
Vamos de fiesta; and the Cuando era . . . series. Carmen Queralt 
is an illustrator and collage artist.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY, AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
32 PAGES, 8.75 X 8.75
32 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $5.95 (CAN $6.95)
ISBN: 9788491010074
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  JANUARY 2017

¡Bienvenidas, estaciones! Series

¡Bienvenido invierno!
Welcome, Winter!

Àngels Navarro

Notebooks filled with a mountain of winter activities intended 
for vacations, holidays, and snowy days. Puzzles, mazes, scrib-
bles, coloring, and much more are included in this novelty.

Àngels Navarro is a former psychologist and the author of a 
series of school notebooks and numerous children’s books. Her 
work focuses on brain teasers and logic puzzles in various for-
mats. She is the author of, among many other books, Animalario; 
Buenas noches; Letra a letra; Mira, mira; El tesoro de Barbazul; 
Vamos de fiesta; and the Cuando era . . . series. Carmen Queralt 
is a well known Spanish illustrator and has published several 
picture books.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY, AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 32 PAGES, 9 X 9
32 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $5.95 (CAN $6.95)
ISBN: 9788491010098
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  JANUARY 2017
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Pinta pinta.  
Tu máscara.  
Intrépidas
Paint Paint. Your Mask. Bold.

Monica Campabadal Gili

Tu másacara: intrépidas is an original 
activity book for young children. Behind 
nine masks are nine different people for 
the reader to paint. This story will help 
enhance and encourage a child’s creativity 
and imagination.

Monica Campabadal Gili is a writer and 
an illustrator specialized in educational 
content for preschoolers. She has more 
than 10 years of experience in the field 
and has written or illustrated more than 
30 books.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY 
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
16 PAGES, 9.5 X 6.75
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $13.95)
ISBN: 9788492636815
RIGHTS: WORLD

TITIRIS/TITIRIS EDITORIAL S.L.  MARCH 2017

Pinta pinta.  
Tu máscara.  
Intrépidos
Paint Paint. Your Mask. Bold.

Monica Campabadal Gili

Tu másacara: intrépidos is an original 
activity book for young children. Behind 
nine masks are nine different people for 
the reader to paint. This story will help 
enhance and encourage a child’s creativity 
and imagination.

Monica Campabadal Gili is a writer and 
an illustrator specialized in educational 
content for preschoolers. She has more 
than 10 years of experience in the field 
and has written or illustrated more than 
30 books.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K
16 PAGES, 9.5 X 6.75
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $13.95)
ISBN: 9788492636808
RIGHTS: WORLD

TITIRIS/TITIRIS EDITORIAL S.L.  MARCH 2017

Pinta pinta.  
Tu máscara.  
Animales
Paint Paint. Your Mask. Animals

Monica Campabadal Gili

El libro de mascaras is an original ac-
tivity book for young children. Behind 
nine masks are nine different animals for 
the reader to paint. This story will help 
enhance and encourage a child’s creativity 
and imagination.

Monica Campabadal Gili is a writer and 
an illustrator specialized in educational 
content for preschoolers. She has more 
than 10 years of experience in the field 
and has written or illustrated more than 
30 books.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY 
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
16 PAGES, 9.5 X 6.75
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $13.95)
ISBN: 9788492636822
RIGHTS: WORLD

TITIRIS/TITIRIS EDITORIAL S.L.  MARCH 2017
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La próxima vez que 
veas la luna
A translation of Next Time You See the 
Moon (9781938946332)

Emily Morgan

Through vivid pictures and engaging ex-
planations, children will learn about many 
of the Moon’s mysteries: what makes it 
look like a silvery crescent one time and 
a chalk-white ball a few nights later, and 
why it sometimes appears in the daytime. 
This book is an ideal way to explain the 
science behind the Moon. Free supplemen-
tary activities are available on the NSTA 
website. Especially designed to be experi-
enced with an adult, this series serves as a 
reminder that you don’t have to look far to 
find something remarkable in nature.

Emily Morgan is a former elementary 
and middle school teacher, coauthor of 
the series Picture-Perfect Science and the 
“Teaching Through Trade Books” column 
in Science and Children, and is the author 
of the Next Time You See series.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4 
32 PAGES, 9.5 X 11
21 COLOR PHOTOS, 1 CHART, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9781681402864
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

NSTA KIDS  AVAILABLE

La próxima  vez que 
veas una cochinilla
A translation of Next Time You See a Pill 
Bug (9781936959174)

Emily Morgan

Chances are that just under a nearby rock, 
you’ll spot a roly-poly pill bug. Encourage 
a child to take a close look, and introduce 
a fascinating creature. Gently pick it up 
and watch as it rolls into a ball and unrolls 
to take a walk. Free supplementary activ-
ities are available on the NSTA website. 
Especially designed to be experienced with 
an adult, this series serves as a reminder 
that you don’t have to look far to find 
something remarkable in nature.

Emily Morgan is a former elementary 
and middle school teacher, coauthor of 
the series Picture-Perfect Science and the 
“Teaching Through Trade Books” column 
in Science and Children, and is the author 
of the Next Time You See series.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
 32 PAGES, 9.5 X 11
22 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9781681402895
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

NSTA KIDS  AVAILABLE

La próxima vez  
que veas una puesta 
del sol
A translation of Next Time You See a 
Sunset (9781936959167)

Emily Morgan

“Next time you see a sunset, stop and sit 
down for a while.” This book’s tempting 
opening line invites children and adults 
to take in a daily phenomenon with fresh 
eyes. By reading Next Time You See a 
Sunset together, you can learn to appreci-
ate the spinning of the Earth, the progress 
of day into night, and the reasons for 
the spectacular colors and shadows that 
accompany sunrise and sunset.

Emily Morgan is a former elementary 
and middle school teacher, coauthor of 
the series Picture-Perfect Science and the 
“Teaching Through Trade Books” column 
in Science and Children, and is the author 
of the Next Time You See series.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4
 32 PAGES, 9.5 X 11
18 COLOR PHOTOS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $15.95)
ISBN: 9781681402826
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

NSTA KIDS  AVAILABLE

Next Time You See Series
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Monstruario
Monstruario

Àngels Navarro

Do you dare to play these observations, memory, and language 
games—populated by three families of monsters? These nine 
characters reveal their customs, character, and terrifying pastimes 
through a series of games and crafts.

Àngels Navarro is a former psychologist and the author of a 
series of school notebooks and numerous children’s books. Her 
work focuses on brain teasers and logic puzzles in various for-
mats. She is the author of, among many other books, Animalario; 
Buenas noches; Letra a letra; Mira, mira; El tesoro de Barbazul; 
Vamos de fiesta; and the Cuando era . . . series.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 64 PAGES, 9.5 X 9.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9788491010036
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  FEBRUARY 2017

Un mundo de juegos
A World of Games

Àngels Navarro

Travel from the Egyptian pyramids, to the canals of Venice, to a 
space station, all within a single book! Each colorful page is filled 
with logic and observation games for curious minds. An answer 
key is included at the end of the book.

Àngels Navarro is a former psychologist and the author of a 
series of school notebooks and numerous children’s books. Her 
work focuses on brain teasers and logic puzzles in various for-
mats. She is the author of, among many other books, Animalario; 
Buenas noches; Letra a letra; Mira, mira; El tesoro de Barbazul; 
Vamos de fiesta; and the Cuando era . . . series.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 36 PAGES, 10.75 X 14.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9788491010302
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  FEBRUARY 2017
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Por tus hijos de conocerán
Y tú...¿Cómo educas a tus hijos?
For Your Children to Know

Raquel Guerrero

An expert in learning disabilities and children’s behavior, the 
author offers multiple concepts, valuable tips, case studies, and 
loving actions aimed at helping the reader excel at parenting. An 
indispensable guide to maintaining healthy relationships with our 
children, this book offers advice to aid parents in the crucial task 
of equipping them with the emotional intelligence they’ll need to 
succeed later in life.

Raquel Guerrero is a therapist and professor who specializes in 
issues of education and motherhood.

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE, 280 PAGES, 6.5 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $25.95)
ISBN: 9786079472009
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO  NOVEMBER

Diario de tu bebé
La aventura del primer año
Diary of Your Baby

Lectio Ediciones

This book charts all the important moments in the life of a baby 
during the first year of life. Parents can document information 
such as time of birth, location, weight, and who visited the hospi-
tal. This keepsake journal contains space to attach pictures, and 
includes songs, riddles and space to record the weight and height 
of the child throughout the first year.

Lectio Ediciones is a publishing house based in Spain.

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE, 96 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788416012619
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  JANUARY 2017
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La sonrisa de la ciencia
Experimentos y juegos científicos  
para secundaria
The Smile of Science

Domingo Gallego Gil and Felipe Quintanal Perez

One hundred practical physics and chemistry activities for 
secondary education, the product of the authors’ work in the 
classroom. These scientific experiments and games get kids 
interested in class material through an attractive and modern 
approach to learning.

Domingo J. Gallego holds a doctorate in philosophy and letters 
from the Complutense University of Madrid and a master’s in 
educational technology and communications from Columbia 
University. He is the author of over 20 books and articles on 
these topics. Felipe Quintanal holds a doctorate in education 
from the National University of Distance Education in Spain and 
a Masters in chemistry and computer education. He has coau-
thored various books and articles on these topics.

EDUCATION, 304 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
50 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $17.99 (CAN $21.99)
ISBN: 9788497008181
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDICIONES ALJIBE, S.L.  JANUARY 2017

Cuaderno para hablar
Programa para facilitar la comunicación en 
niños con trastornos del espectro autista
Notebook to Talk

María José Molero Peinado and Francisca Rivera Leiva

What’s going on with our child? Why won’t he look at us or 
interact with other people? Álvaro’s parents felt they had entered 
an unknown world when their son was diagnosed with autism. 
Far from growing discouraged, they learned to understand his 
needs and created an incredibly effective method for developing 
his communication abilities. This book is the fruit of that expe-
rience, which Alvaro’s mother and psychologist have shared in 
order to help other families living with autism.

María José Molero Peinado is a former professor of geography 
and history who left her career in order to care for her son with 
autism. She is currently a professor at the Comillas Pontifical 
University in Madrid, Spain, and at the University of Santiago  
de Compostela.

HEALTH, 124 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
5 B&W PHOTOS, 340 LINE DRAWINGS
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $13.95)
ISBN: 9788497008167
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDICIONES ALJIBE, S.L.  JANUARY 2017
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Lo que toda mujer debe saber 
acerca de los hombres
La afectividad masculina
What Every Woman Should Know About Men

Walter Riso

The stereotype of masculinity imposed on us by cultural norms 
is contradictory, absurd, and limits human affection. This model 
confronts social demands with personal needs, which is difficult 
to break free from without being branded as weak, cowardly, or 
a failure. Using this as a starting point in his clinical experienc-
es and analysis of contemporary reality, the cognitive therapist 
Walter Riso puts these assumptions that govern our understand-
ing of “masculinity” into question. This book, aimed primarily at 
women, shows how the archetype we have created is not only an 
impossible idealization, but it also causes emotional imbalance 
that sometimes harm individuals and affect their relationships 
within their families.

Walter Riso is a psychologist, specializing in cognitive therapy 
and bioethics. For over 28 years he has worked as a therapist, 
practicing alternately as a university chair while contributing 
with scientific publications and psychological disclosures. He is a 
professor of cognitive therapy in different psychological schools 
in Latin America and Spain, and is the honorary president of 
the Columbian Association of Cognitive Therapy. His previous 
works include El camino de los sabios, La afectividad masculina, 
Amores altamente peligrosos, and many others.

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS, 148 PAGES, 6.25 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.99)
ISBN: 9786077357582
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER

Deshojando margaritas
Acerca del amor convencional  
y otras malas costumbres
Going Back and Forth: Conventional Love and Other Bad Habits

Walter Riso

Why are there so many failed relationships? How do you explain 
disappointment? Can we suffer less from love? To what extent 
are our achievements and setbacks our own responsibilities? 
Through these pages, Walter Riso reveals an approach to intrap-
ersonal relationships, explaining the reasons why, in many cases, 
they become a source of insecurity, depression, and stress, instead 
of producing peace, contentment, and joy. In agreement with the 
author, one of the largest problems of our time has to do with 
the unrealistic image we have of love. For Riso, conventional 
love is formed by a series of idealizations and false beliefs that 
don’t correspond with the facts. We have converted this feeling of 
contentment into an absolute myth.

Walter Riso is a psychologist, specializing in cognitive therapy 
and bioethics. For over 28 years he has worked as a therapist, 
practicing alternately as a university chair while contributing 
with scientific publications and psychological disclosures. He is a 
professor of cognitive therapy in different psychological schools 
in Latin America and Spain, and is the honorary president of 
the Columbian Association of Cognitive Therapy. His previous 
works include El camino de los sabios, La afectividad masculina, 
Amores altamente peligrosos, and many others.

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS, 216 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.25
MASS MARKET, $9.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9786077354741
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER
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La fidelidad es mucho  
más que amor
Cómo prevenir y afrontar los problemas 
\de la infidelidad
Fidelity is Much More than Love: How to Prevent and Deal \ 
with Problems of Infidelity

Walter Riso

Infidelity is a universal phenomenon that is continually becoming 
more and more common, as demonstrated in recent statistics 
from the United States, Europe and Latin America. ‘Negative fi-
delity’, is a new term now considered to be when a couples union 
is maintained due to fear, irrational obligations, and economic or 
social interests. Walter Riso asks if it is truly possible to be faith-
ful in the world today. Recalling his clinical experience and life 
stories, he analyzes this topic without implying prejudice or false 
moralities. This book dives into the discussion of why, regardless 
of the negative effects, it is increasingly occurring.

Walter Riso is a psychologist, specializing in cognitive therapy 
and bioethics. For over 28 years he has worked as a therapist, 
practicing alternately as a university chair while contributing 
with scientific publications and psychological disclosures. He is a 
professor of cognitive therapy in different psychological schools 
in Latin America and Spain, and is the honorary president of 
the Columbian Association of Cognitive Therapy. His previous 
works include El camino de los sabios, La afectividad masculina, 
and Amores altamente peligrosos. 

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS, 128 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.5
MASS MARKET, $8.95 (CAN $9.99)
ISBN: 9786077355601
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER

¿Por qué soy infiel?
Cuando la pareja no es el motivo
Why Am I Cheating?

Araceli Ayón and María Teresa Rajme

There are countless paths that lead to infidelity. Geared towards 
men and women, both perpetrators and victims of infidelity, this 
book explores the causes of this behavior, based on a qualitative 
interview study of cheating partners in the authors’ native Mexico.

Araceli Ayón is a therapist with over 20 years of experience spe-
cialized in depression, violence, gestalt, and couples therapy. She 
studied education and sex therapy at the National Autonomous 
University of Mexico.

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS, 216 PAGES, 6.5 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $20.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9786079346997
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO  NOVEMBER
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Treintona, soltera y fantástica
Thirtysomething, Single, and Fantastic: Survival Guide

Juana Inés Dehesa

Clearly, all the women around me—those who go through life 
choosing boyfriends, fiancés, and husbands as if they were pick-
ing which fruit to buy at the grocery store—received some kind 
of instruction manual that did not make its way to me. Some-
one must have deceived me at some point in time. If not, how 
can I explain that I am a 30-year-old woman, reasonably cute, 
sympathetic, and professionally successful, yet single? Why do I 
spend my Friday nights in pajamas, watching endless TV series 
and playing Candy Crush? This book is a manual on how to be 
in your 30s and fantastic, despite being single.

Juana Inés Dehesa is in her 30s, single, and fantastic. She is the 
author of the novels Pink Doll and Rebel Doll and is a weekly 
columnist for the newspaper Reforma.

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS, 236 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.5
MASS MARKET, $9.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9786077358589
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER

¿Y ahora qué? Guía para  
sobrevivir truenes y divorcios
And Now What? Divorce and Separation Survival Guide

Fernanda de la Torre

Following the success of Sólo para parejas, a work that informs 
men and women about useful things to know before starting a 
life together, Fernanda de la Torre is back with another book for 
couples, but for those that have separated and need to main-
tain a civil relationship with one another. With practicality and 
simplicity, this book explores topics such as new partners, money, 
forgiveness, and child custody. It is a work whose purpose is 
to support people facing the difficult process of separation and 
guides them to possible paths that can create and maintain a 
relationship with your ex-partner while allowing each to build a 
new life of their own.

Fernanda de la Torre appears on TV One and is a part of the 
radio broadcast Coup d’État. She writes her own column in the 
Sunday Milenio Diario newspaper and has contributed to many 
publications throughout her career, including Milenio Semanal 
and Newsweek in Spanish.

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS, 136 PAGES, 9.25 X 6.25
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $16.95)
ISBN: 9786077357476
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER
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Trastorno por Déficit de 
Atención e Hiperactividad
Soluciones sin medicamentos
ADHD

Miguel Ángel Pineda

ADHD is observed in about ten percent of school-age children. 
It’s a condition aggravated by realities of modern life and even by 
the medications intended to treat it. In this book for parents and 
teachers, the author offers numerous alternatives to medication 
in areas including nutrition, spirituality, and family dynamics.

Miguel Ángel Pineda is an expert in holistic therapies and has led 
numerous workshops for children, parents, and teachers.

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS, 160 PAGES, 6.75 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $15.99 (CAN $18.99)
ISBN: 9786079346959
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO  NOVEMBER

El difícil vínculo entre  
padres e hijos
The Difficult Relationship between Parents and Children

Jorge Bucay and Demián Bucay

Jorge and Demián Bucay analyze the link between parents and 
children and seek to answer fundamental questions such as, What 
is parenting? Why become parents? What does it mean to be a 
mother? A father? Drawing on clinical and personal experiences, 
the authors develop various ideas about parental issues. The read-
er will learn about a classification of different types of parenting 
styles and a number of useful tips that will help establish a better 
relationship with their children.

Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have 
been translated into more than 24 languages, and he has become 
one of the most influential thinkers of today’s society. He is the 
author of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cartas para Claudia, 
Cuentos para pensar, De la autoestima al egoísmo, De la ignoran-
cia a la sabiduría, and Hojas de ruta. Demián Bucay is a psychi-
atrist and psychotherapist. He studied medicine at the University 
of Buenos Aires and continued his training in psychiatry residen-
cy Hospital Psychiatric Emergency Torcuato de Alvear. He holds 
a Ph.D. in Gestalt Therapy.

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS, 280 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9786077357926
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER
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Esenciales Series

Aromaterapia
Aromatherapy

Cloé Béringer

Enter the world of natural essences with this guide to the proper-
ties (analgesic, antibiotic, antiseptic, sedative, expectorant, or di-
uretic, for example) of a great number of plants and the physical 
and psychological benefits they offer.

Cloé Béringer is an aromatherapy specialist. She leads various 
holistic seminars in Canada and France.

HEALTH, 144 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
43 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $15.99 (CAN $18.99)
ISBN: 9788499173764
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/ REDBOOK  DECEMBER

Ayurveda
Ayurveda

Thérèse Bernard

Ayurveda is considered the oldest healthcare method in the 
world. Developed in India over 6,000 years ago, it offers a holis-
tic look at health that takes into account every aspect of a per-
son’s life. This book is an introduction to ayurvedic science that 
encourages greater awareness of the body and an understanding 
of the origins of disease.

Thérèse Bernard is an ayurvedic doctor and owns a private prac-
tice in Paris.

HEALTH, 144 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
17 B&W PHOTOS, 7 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $15.99 (CAN $18.99)
ISBN: 9788499173757
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Esenciales Series

Plantas medicinales
Medicinal Plants

Frédéric Clery

Humans have always used plants to treat illness. They heal in a 
natural way, without the toxicity and side effects of some med-
ications. This original book shows us which plants to keep on 
hand in order to treat the most common afflictions based on the 
unique medicinal properties of each plant.

Frédéric Clery studied physical therapy at the University of 
Montpellier and manages his own practice.

HEALTH, 144 PAGES, 5 X 8
56 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $15.99 (CAN $18.99)
ISBN: 9788499173801
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/REDBOOK  DECEMBER

Bioenergética
Bioenergy

Eva Dunn

Feelings, conflicts, and losses are all saved in the hard disk of 
our memory and determine, to a great extent, the person we are. 
But anyone can be free of these ties that limit us and prevent us 
from living the fullest life. Bioenergetics, created by Dr. Alexander 
Lowen in the mid-20th century, aims to address these internal 
conflicts where they manifest themselves as muscle tension. The 
result? Renewed feelings of pleasure and joy.

Eva Dunn studied at the Institute of Bioenergetic Analysis in São 
Paulo and currently owns a practice in Los Angeles.

HEALTH, 144 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
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Básicos de la salud Series

Zumos verdes
Green Juices

Mireille Louet

Green juices, rich in vitamins and antioxidants, have taken center 
stage in the field of nutrition these days, popularized by celebrity 
diets and social media. This book offers a series of recipes with 
energizing, medicinal, and aphrodisiacal benefits, among others. 
Choose the one that looks best and start trying them out!

Mireille Louet is a French nutritionist and dietician. For several 
years she worked in the department of preventative medicine at a 
Paris hospital and currently manages a private practice.

HEALTH, 176 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
31 B&W PHOTOS, 4 GRAPHS
TRADE PAPER, $16.99 (CAN $19.99)
ISBN: 9788499173788
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La combinación de los alimentos
A translation of Food Combining (9781853270796)

Vicki Peterson and Tim Spong

The effects of diet on health are the object of many important 
scientific investigations. Most health professionals recommend 
reducing the intake of animal fat and increasing that of fruits and 
vegetables. Beyond this, the authors aim to underscore the impor-
tance of a correct balance of foods, including between proteins 
and plant fibers, alkaline and acidic foods, and when to combine 
fruit.

Vicki Peterson is a health and well-being specialist and the author 
of Strategies of the Champions and Eat Your Way to Health. Tim 
Spong is the director of the Hopewood Health Center.

HEALTH, 200 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
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Básicos de la salud Series

El libro del vinagre de manzana
The Book of Apple Cider Vinegar

Margot Helmiss

A gentle elixir for health and well-being, a great culinary ally, 
and a remarkably effective cosmetic. This guide, indispensable 
for anyone interested in natural and traditional medicine, reveals 
the many applications of apple cider vinegar, including a series of 
recipes that draw their flavor from this age-old product.

Margot Hekmiss is a journalist specialized in natural medicine, 
alternative therapies, and healthy eating. She is the author of 
Natürlich heilen mit Apfelessing and Der mentale Weg zur ide-
alen Figur.

HEALTH, 224 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9788499173856
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Zumos para una vida sana
A translation of Juicing for Health (9780007106912)

Caroline Wheater

An inexhaustible source of health and vitality, fresh fruit and 
vegetable juices are a hugely rich source of essential nutrients 
to detoxify and balance the body. This book offers ways to 
incorporate the best fresh juices for your health needs into a 
daily routine.

Caroline Wheater is a nutrition expert and the author of The 
Juicing Detox Diet.

HEALTH, 192 PAGES, 5.25 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $21.95)
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Masters/Salud Series

Cómo prolongar la juventud
La revolución antiedad: rejuvenecimiento total
A translation of Forever Young (9781439177341)

Nicholas Perricone

With a solid scientific base, this revolutionary anti-aging program 
is very easy to follow and offers numerous visible improvements 
in health and physical appearance, as well as in risk reduction 
for other degenerative conditions. The Perricone formula, based 
on the study of cellular inflammation, is an alternative to other 
treatments that tend to be more aggressive.

Nicholas Perricone is a doctor and dermatologist and has served 
as an adjunct professor of dermatology at Yale University. He is 
also the author of Cómo vencer las arrugas y perder peso.

HEALTH, 304 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
52 COLOR PHOTOS, 36 LINE DRAWINGS
TRADE PAPER, $29.99 (CAN $35.99)
ISBN: 9788499173818
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/REDBOOK  DECEMBER

El yoga terapéutico de  
las articulaciones
Yoga Joint Therapy

Saïda Elkefi and Pierre Jacquemart

An exhaustive study of the relationship between yoga poses and 
joints, both of the limbs and the vertebral column, this book cov-
ers common conditions such as tendinitis, hernias, and scoliosis, 
offering preventative and rehabilitative solutions.

Saïda Elkefi is a psychotherapist, sleep therapist, and yoga teacher 
at the Fédération Française de Yoga. Pierre Jacquemart is a 
French doctor, writer, and journalist, as well as the former vice 
president of the Societé de Medecine de Paris.

HEALTH, 304 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
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TRADE PAPER, $29.99 (CAN $35.99)
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Ve bien y vive mejor
En 10 sencillos pasos
A translation of Vision for Life (9781583944943)

Meir Schneider

Explore Meir Schneider’s ten fundamental principles of healthy 
living as developed by the natural-living expert over his 40-
year career. Schneider, blind from birth, was able to improve his 
vision. The innovative program he created to help thousands do 
the same has been adapted into this set of exercises.

Meir Schneider is the founder and director of the School for 
Self-Healing in San Francisco, the author of Meir Schneider’s 
Miracle Eyesight Method, Movement for Self-Healing, The Natural 
Vision Improvement Kit, and Yoga for Your Eyes, and a coauthor 
of The Handbook of Self-Healing. He lives in San Francisco.

HEALTH, 192 PAGES, 6.5 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $18.99 (CAN $22.99)
ISBN: 9786079346393
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO  NOVEMBER

Cien x 100 Series

100 palabras esenciales  
para tu embarazo
Todo lo que debes saber sobre la gestación,  
el parto y el posparto
100 Essential Words for Your Pregnancy

José Luís Serrano

100 palabras esenciales para tu embarazo clearly and concisely 
explains all the steps beginning with conception, and contin-
ues through birth. It answers many doubts, fears and tensions 
between the mother and her partner. It addresses such issues as 
how hormonal changes affect pregnancy; what are the essential 
vitamins and nutrients; labor; how to overcome the fear of child-
birth, and doubts about parenting.

José Luis Serrano is a pediatrician specializing in neonatology. 
After training at the Hospital La Paz in Madrid he moved to the 
Maternal and Child Hospital of Alicante, where he retired after 
thirty-five years of service and care for newborns. In his work 
as a neonatologist he focused on the process of pregnancy and 
childbirth, and has maintained close collaboration with midwives 
and obstetricians. 

HEALTH, 224 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9788416012527
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Adiós al azúcar
Pierde peso, siéntete bien y luce más joven
A translation of The Sugar Detox (9780738216416)

Brooke Alpert and Patricia Farris

“Numerous accolades from the authors’ patients and customers 
speak to the efficacy and life-changing aspects of the program.” 
—Publishers Weekly, on the English-language edition

Sugar is the new public enemy number one. In western countries, 
consumption of this substance has increased dramatically. A diet 
that is high in sugar can lead to diabetes, obesity and many other 
health problems. Excess sugar consumption of both the white 
powder put on the table as well as the high-fructose corn syrup 
hidden in our packaged foods is not only making us sick, but 
it’s making us obese and aging our skin. In this book, nutrition-
ist Brooke Alpert and dermatologist Patricia Farris team up to 
design a revolutionary program that helps minimize the sugar 
intake from your diet in order to recapture youthful skin and be 
in good health.

Brooke Alpert attended New York University and is a member 
of various associations including the Academy of Nutrition 
and Dietetics, the Greater New York Dietetic Association, the 
Weight Management Group, among many others. In addition to 
his book, she is also the author of Healthy Eating During Preg-
nancy. Patricia Farris is a certified dermatologist and a member 
of the American Academy of Dermatology. She has appeared in 
over 200 television programs related to health in dermatology, 
including NBC News and Good Morning America. Farris has 
also been widely quoted in newspapers and magazines such as 
Allure, O Magazine, Elle, Shape, W, In Style, Real Simple and 
New York Times. 

HEALTH, 312 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9786077355144
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER

El poder de tu belleza
The Power of Your Beauty

Lucy Lara

Being pretty is not everything, the image we Project to the world 
is made up of various aspects such as personality, intelligence, 
and self-esteem.  In El poder de la belleza, Lucy Lara invites read-
ers to embark on a quest of physical and psychological well-being 
to build upon interior beauty. This is a comprehensive guide that 
explains the importance of accepting ourselves to exploit our 
potential, because learning to be attractive plays a role in harmful 
behaviors such as obsessions of being perfect. 

Lucy Lara studied communication at the University Iberoameri-
cana as well as Fashion Design at the Fashion Institute of Design 
and Merchandising in California. She has been a columnist, 
editor, and director of various fashion magazines. She is currently 
the editor of Glamour in Mexico and Latin America and coau-
thor of El poder de la ropa, with Antonio González de Cosío.

HEALTH, 260 PAGES, 6.75 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9786077356899
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER
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Las tres preguntas
Three Questions

Jorge Bucay

Converted into a reference work, the Hojas de ruta series is a 
milestone within Jorge Bucay’s library. Sensitive to this circum-
stance and insightful to the content, the author provides a revital-
ized proposal in this volume. It attempts to answer questions 
that human beings have had throughout history: Who am I? 
Where am I going? With whom? Thus, Jorge Bucay teaches us an 
important lesson about our own human nature.

Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have 
been translated into more than 24 languages, and he has become 
one of the most influential thinkers of today’s society. He is the 
author of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cartas para Claudia, 
Cuentos para pensar, De la autoestima al egoísmo, De la igno-
rancia a la sabiduría,  Hojas de ruta, and many others.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 296 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9786077357087
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER

Lecciones de seducción
Lessons of Seduction

Pilar Sordo

In a world full of sexual stimuli, especially in the media and 
advertising, Pilar Sordo explores how it has an impact on our 
private lives, and how, paradoxically, it causes backlash. In fact, 
since we are constantly exposed to images, colors, sounds, and 
TV that it seems as if we have become immune. Lecciones de 
seducción is an invitation to pause and think about the concept 
of sexuality within our daily lives. This is an opportunity to 
establish new parameters and recognize that sexuality is linked to 
spiritual values and variables.

Pilar Sordo is a Chilean psychologist whose numerous self-help 
books have been best-sellers in Latin America. She is the author 
of ¡Viva la diferencia!, No quiero crecer, No quiero envejecer, and 
Lecciones de seducción, which have established her as one of the 
continent’s premier human development experts.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 124 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.99)
ISBN: 9786077358121
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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365 pensamientos de paz  
y esperanza
365 Thoughts of Peace and Hope

Various Authors

Everyone likes to start the day with a smile and a positive 
thought, and finish it with serenity and beauty. In this book, 
images and thoughts of peace and hope through renowned fig-
ures such as Nelson Mandela, Mother Teresa, Oscar Wilde, Bob 
Dylan, and John Paul II come together. 365 pensamientos de paz 
y esperanza contains a message of optimism for each day of the 
year and is ideal gift for loved ones or anyone who needs a bit of 
encouragement.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 380 PAGES, 7.25 X 7.75
TRADE PAPER, $25.95 (CAN $29.99)
ISBN: 9786077353669
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER

Usa tu cerebro para rejuvenecer
A translation of Use Your Brain to Change Your Age: Secrets to 
Look, Feel, and Think Younger Every Day (9780307888938)

Daniel G Amen

The human brain is one of the most sophisticated, dynamic, and 
powerful instruments that exists. Thanks to our brains, we can 
accomplish extraordinary things. Psychiatrist Daniel G. Amen 
demonstrates how our brains can help us live longer, look young-
er, reduce the risk of diseases such as Alzheimer’s, and be happier. 
This can be achieved by adopting a number of strategies that, 
together, can produce extraordinary benefits. It doesn’t matter 
our age, economic background, IQ, or education. Beyond those 
factors is a program that helps our neurons grow and develop, 
and this book contains the details.

Daniel G. Amen is a physician and an adjunct professor of 
psychiatry and human behavior at the University of California–
Irving. He founded Amen Clinics, which specializes in helping 
patients with memory problems, learning disabilities, and addic-
tions. He is an eight-time New York Times–bestselling author. His 
books include Change Your Brain, Change Your Body; Change 
Your Brain, Change Your Life; and Magnificent Mind at Any Age. 
He lives in Orange County, California.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 384 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.5
MASS MARKET, $9.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9786077358053
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Matices del amor
Sanando con las enseñanzas de Volutier.  
Descubre el amor en ti
Shades of Love

Shanya

Love makes the world go round. It frees us from bad feelings, 
it’s cleansing, and it helps us keep moving forward. Shanya, who 
channels ascended master Volutier, offers a way to understand 
love from a universal perspective and challenge our most deeply 
held assumptions about our lives.

Shanya, also known as Marcela Robles Mac Farland, is a 
medium and an expert in human development, meditation, and 
alternative therapies.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 192 PAGES, 6.5 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9786079346973
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO  NOVEMBER

DESPERTAR
Una guía para una espiritualidad sin religión
A translation of Waking Up (9781451636017)

Sam Harris

“The great value and novelty of this book is that Harris, in a 
simple but rigorous style, takes the middle way between these 
pseudoscientific and pseudo-spiritual assertions . . . [leading] to 
a profoundly more salubrious life.”—Publishers Weekly, on the 
English- language edition

“A demanding, illusion-shattering book.” —Kirkus Reviews,  
on the English-language edition

• English- language edition sold over 46,000 copies

Neuroscientist and philosopher Sam Harris focuses in this book 
on the 20-some percent of Westerners who identify with no reli-
gion but who believe that the experiences of figures such as Jesus, 
Buddha, Lao Tsé, Rumi, and others might contain profound 
truths. This is a lucid investigation into the scientific foundations 
of spirituality.

Sam Harris holds a doctorate in neuroscience from the University 
of California, Los Angeles, and is the director of Project Reason, 
a nonprofit organization focused on spreading scientific knowl-
edge in society.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 320 PAGES, 5 X 8
4 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9788499884578
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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La vaca que lloraba
Y otros cuentos budistas acerca de la felicidad
A translation of Opening the Door of Your Heart 
(9780733623110)

Ajahn Brahm

During his travels and work as a Buddhist monk over the last 30 
years, Ajahn Brahm has collected a great number of entertaining 
and moving stories. Embark on an exploration of mindfulness, suf-
fering, forgiveness, hope, wisdom, and love that incorporates the 
stories of everyday people with the Buddha’s timeless teachings.

Ajahn Brahm is a Buddhist monk and the spiritual director of the 
Buddhist Society of Western Australia.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 288 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9788499884660
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  MARCH 2017

Claudio Naranjo.  
La vida y sus enseñanzas
Un encuentro con Javier Esteban
Claudio Naranjo. Life and Teachings

Javier Esteban and Claudio Naranjo

Claudio Naranjo has become a global touchstone in the integra-
tion of Western psychology and Eastern spiritualism. The inti-
mate story portrayed here spans from California counterculture 
to esoteric practices of meditation, from light to darkness, and 
from therapy to spirituality, in the form of a profound dialogue 
with Javier Esteban.

Javier Esteban is a Spanish writer and professor. He holds a 
doctorate in psychoanalysis and specializes in dreams and the 
imaginary. Claudio Narango is a Chilean psychiatrist and a key 
figure of the Psychology transpersonal movement.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 308 PAGES, 5 X 8
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ECM Experiencias Cercanas  
a la Muerte
A translation of The Wisdom of Near-Death Experiences 
(9781780285658)

Penny Sartori

Challenging the impact of near-death experiences, Dr. Penny 
Sartori opens our eyes to all the possibilities to learn from them. 
This book challenges conceptions of death and dying and—as 
paradoxical as it may seem—life and living.

Penny Sartori is a doctor, nurse and expert on near-death experi-
ences. She is also the author of The Near-Death Experiences of 
Hospitalized Care Patients.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 336 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9788499884721
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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El cuarto giro
Evolucionando hacia un budismo integral
A translation of The Fourth Turning (9780767900461)

Ken Wilber

What will be the Buddhism of the future? How can Buddhists 
remain true to fundamental teachings while also incorporating 
them into a new practice that incorporates developments from 
modernity and post modernity?

Ken Wilber is a Buddhist scholar specializing in issues of religion 
in the contemporary world. He is a prolific author of books on 
this topic.
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Iniciación al mindfulness
Guía práctica con meditaciones guiadas  
inspiradas en su libro Focus
A translation of Cultivating Focus: Techniques for Excellence 
(9781934441718)

Daniel Goleman

Is it possible to calm the mind and create a space of serenity, far 
away from the demands of email and social media? Is it possi-
ble to dedicate time to what’s truly important and avoid falling 
into distraction? Iniciación al mindfulness is an original and 
accessible response to these concerns, combining principles of 
meditation with the latest scientific advances in neuropsychology, 
emotional intelligence, and learning.

Daniel Goleman is the author of Emotional Intelligence, one of 
the longest-lived and boldest bestsellers of recent years. He has 
written about behavioral and brain sciences for the New York 
Times for 12 years and was nominated twice for the Pulitzer 
Prize. He currently serves as president of the Consortium for 
Research of Emotional Intelligence at Rutgers University and is 
also a member of the American Association for the Advancement 
of Science.
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Cuadrilátero de libros Series

El cansancio moral
La epidemia del siglo XXI
The Moral Fatigue

Merçe Conangla and Jaume Soler

It is easy to detect in our society a sense of psychological and 
emotional exhaustion that seems to become deeper every day. 
When added to the demands of today’s busy lifestyle, dominated 
by technology, emergencies, and frustrations, negative events 
overwhelm us and cause emotional stress. The authors model 
their principles after genuine role models (Montessori, Krish-
namurti, Mandela ...) and propose 10 antidotes to protect us 
from this terrible modern disease. Following these guidelines we 
learn to reconnect with ourselves and achieve full control over 
our emotional life.

Jaume Soler is founder and president of Foundation Àmbit Emo-
tional Ecology. Maria Mercè Conangla is director of the Institute 
of Emotional Ecology. 
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Sabiduría emocional
Un reencuentro con las fuentes naturales  
del bienestar y la salud
Emotional Wisdom: A Reunion with Natural Sources of  
Well-being and Emotional Health

Walter Riso

These pages constitute a call to restore the balance of mind and 
body, by rescuing one of our most valuable resources, one that 
we find more and more regulated and discredited every day. In 
the expert opinion of the therapist Walter Riso, rational intelli-
gence is one of the greatest adaptive tools that humans can count 
on, and thank for their daily survival. Nonetheless, this does not 
guarantee equilibrium, internal harmony, or physical and psycho-
logical health. It is necessary to complement this part of one’s self 
with the innate power and wisdom that inhabits our emotions. 
This book shows us how to integrate these components in a con-
structive manner and to take advantage of them for our benefit.

Walter Riso is a psychologist, specializing in cognitive therapy 
and bioethics. For over 28 years he has worked as a therapist, 
practicing alternately as a university chair while contributing 
with scientific publications and psychological disclosures. He is a 
professor of cognitive therapy in different psychological schools 
in Latin America and Spain, and is the honorary president of 
the Columbian Association of Cognitive Therapy. His previous 
works include El camino de los sabios, La afectividad masculina, 
and Amores altamente peligrosos. 

SELF-HELP, 128 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.5
MASS MARKET, $8.95 (CAN $9.99)
ISBN: 9786077354680
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Cuestión de dignidad
El derecho a decir no
A translation of Question of Dignity (9781416983125)

Walter Riso

How many times do we say “yes” when we would rather say 
“no”? Why do we submit ourselves to unbecoming situations 
and controlling individuals when we can avoid them?  Why do 
we stay quiet when we should be talking, and feel guilty when we 
exert our rights? In this illuminating book, Walter Riso, a well-
known cognitive therapist, reminds us that respect for oneself 
is one of the most precious traits of a human being. It is, also, a 
fundamental factor to guard our psychological health and our 
spiritual well-being. When someone is treated in an unjust man-
ner, when their dignity is trampled on or humiliated, they usually 
respond in a submissive of aggressive way. The author invites 
us to consider a third option: assertiveness. This is the ability of 
an individual to defend their personal rights with decisiveness, 
without yielding to or reacting in a violent way.

Walter Riso is a psychologist, specializing in cognitive therapy 
and bioethics. For over 28 years he has worked as a therapist, 
practicing alternately as a university chair while contributing 
with scientific publications and psychological disclosures. He is a 
professor of cognitive therapy in different psychological schools 
in Latin America and Spain, and is the honorary president of the 
Columbian Association of Cognitive Therapy. His previous works 
include El camino de los sabios, La afectividad masculina, and 
Amores altamente peligrosos. 

SELF-HELP, 172 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.5
MASS MARKET, $16.95 (CAN $19.99)
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El poder del pensamiento  
flexible
De una mente rígida, a una mente  
libre y abierta al cambio
The Power of Flexible Thinking: From a Rigid Mind to a Free 
Mind, Open to Change

Walter Riso

A rigid mind is that which grasps the dogmas and irrational 
beliefs, that is not willing to change its opinion nor is able to 
look for distinct solutions to its problems. For Walter Riso, this 
rigidness not only favors intolerance, prejudice and discrimina-
tion, but it also produces twisted psychology in people. On the 
opposite side of this is the liquid mind, which accepts everything 
in a passive manner, your own opinions fall by the wayside, 
accommodating any situation, even though it goes against your 
interests. Facing these two attitudes, the author proposes a 
third alternative; the flexible mind, which allows you to live a 
more creative, healthier and happier life. It is a critical and open 
reason that recognizes change and is capable of adapting without 
renouncing your nature.

Walter Riso is a psychologist, specializing in cognitive therapy 
and bioethics. For over 28 years he has worked as a therapist, 
practicing alternately as a university chair while contributing 
with scientific publications and psychological disclosures. He is a 
professor of cognitive therapy in different psychological schools 
in Latin America and Spain, and is the honorary president of 
the Columbian Association of Cognitive Therapy. His previous 
works include El camino de los sabios, La afectividad masculina, 
and Amores altamente peligrosos. 

SELF-HELP, 244 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.5
MASS MARKET, $9.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9786077357858
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER

Florecer
A translation of Flourish: A Visionary New Understanding  
of Happiness and Well-Being (9781439190760)

Martin E.P. Seligman

In this groundbreaking book, Martin Seligman, renowned 
psychologist, founder of the positive psychology movement, and 
prolific author, offers a new theory on a fundamental issue. What 
is happiness? Why do some people feel satisfied with life while 
others do not?  How are they influenced by circumstances outside 
of their control? Is it their financial position? Is it something 
related to the wiring of their personalities? Seligman provides 
real-life stories that, in addition to inspiring the reader, serve as 
support for his proposal. Human well-being depends on a num-
ber of attitudes and values—personal, family, social—that help 
guide our lives towards happiness.

Martin E. P. Seligman is a psychology professor at the University 
of Pennsylvania and the director of the Positive Psychology Net-
work. He is the author of 20 books, including Authentic Happi-
ness, Learned Optimism, and The Optimistic Child. He lives in 
Philadelphia.

SELF-HELP, 376 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.25
MASS MARKET, $9.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9786077357841
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER
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¡Gracias! Cómo ser feliz y estar 
en paz con la vida
A translation of Living Life as a Thank You (9781573443685)

Nina Lesowitz and Mary Beth Sammons

Nina Lebowitz and Mary Beth Simmons have found that being 
grateful in life allows us to live happier: gratitude is a factor of 
being content and stress-free. It helps you have more satisfying 
relationships and better react to good fortune of others. From 
their own experiences and knowledge, the authors show that a 
life of gratitude allows us to fight adversity and find inner peace. 
With clear, inspsirational phrases and assertive exercises, ¡Gracias! 
Cómo ser feliz y estar en paz con la vida is designed to help every-
one achieve the kinds of life we have always wanted to build.

Nina Lesowitz is well-known for her leadership among business 
women within the San Francisco Bay area. She is also the direc-
tor of the Spinergy Group, representing various authors, corpo-
rate clients, and non-profit organizations. She is the coauthor of 
the bestseller The Party Girl Cookbook. Mary Beth Sammons 
is a journalist, contributor to various websites such as Family 
Circle and the Chicago Tribune.  She has received several awards 
within the newspaper and communication industry and is the 
author of nine books including Second Acts that Change Lives 
and The Courage Companion.

SELF-HELP, 200 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.99)
ISBN: 9786077356530
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER 2016

Superando el duelo después  
de un suicidio
Las experiencias de los que se quedan
Overcoming Grief after a Suicide

Jessica Wolf

The mounting challenges of life today has devastating conse-
quences for mental health, including an increased risk of suicidal 
thoughts. This book presents several individuals’ first-person 
accounts of their struggles with suicidal thoughts and recovery 
process, and invites readers to join in the process of understand-
ing and healing.

Jessica Wolf is a family therapist with 20 years of experience 
in private practice. She studied psychology at the Universidad 
Iberoamericana and has specialized in therapeutic psychology, 
couples therapy, narrative therapies, and game therapy. She is the 
host of radio program Mujeres Infinitas.

SELF-HELP, 216 PAGES, 7 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $20.99 (CAN $24.99)
ISBN: 9786079472016
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO  NOVEMBER
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Una soltera entre casadas
Qué hacer cuando sientes que te estás  
quedando atrás
Single Among Married

Casandra Gally

With a modern and honest voice, the author addresses any 
woman who has ever felt conspicuously single among couples. 
Through anecdotes and advice presented with a sense of humor 
and psychology to back it up, she helps us leave behind any em-
barrassment about being single, and helps readers think realisti-
cally about dating and marriage.

Casandra Gally is a Mexican psychologist and blogger. She has 
designed numerous human development workshops in Mexico 
and abroad. She is also the author of Una soltera entre casadas.

SELF-HELP, 224 PAGES, 7 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $14.99 (CAN $17.99)
ISBN: 9786079346980
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO  NOVEMBER

Autoayuda Series

Me mudo de Sistema
Cómo pasar de la resignación a la acción
Moving from the System

Cecilia Monllor

Imagine waking up one morning to find that all your problems 
have been solved and you feel light as a feather. A delighted face 
looks back at you in the mirror. Fable, fiction, fairy tale? No! 
It’s the life you deserve if you’ve robbed yourself of countless 
minutes, preoccupied with minutia. It’s a dream that can be 
achieved with a change of mentality. No book can change your 
life—you’re the only one who can—but this one just might offer 
a few pointers help map your route.

Cecilia Monllor studied journalism at the University of Navarra 
and until recently, managed many bookstores in northern Spain.

SELF-HELP, 320 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $17.99 (CAN $21.99)
ISBN: 9788495923929
RIGHTS: US

EDITORIAL PRIMERAPERSONA  MARCH 2017
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La cocina con disco 
de arado
Cooking with a Disk Plow

Eduardo Casalins

The disco arado is a marvelous cooking 
utensil: an Argentinean invention with 
countless applications in global cuisines 
for outdoor cooking.

Eduardo Casalins is an Argentinean jour-
nalist specialized in gastronomy, nutrition, 
and health. He is the author of numerous 
books on these topics.

COOKING, 72 PAGES, 6.75 X 6.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $5.95 (CAN $6.95)
ISBN: 9789877183177
RIGHTS: WORLD

EDICIONES LEA  NOVEMBER

El gran libro de  
las legumbres
The Big Book of Legumes

Anna Garcia

El gran libro de las legumbres includes 
over 200 recipes for legume lovers. This es-
sential book is divided into seven chapters 
(lentils, chickpeas, white and green beans, 
peas and other legumes). In addition, it 
explains the history, benefits, conservation 
and how to cook this delicious food.

Anna Garcia is an editor and writer. She 
has written numerous books on cooking 
such as Tecnicas de cocina sana. She has 
also collaborated on several works, includ-
ing Pica-pica and Sucs verds.

COOKING, 240 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9788416012572
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  FEBRUARY 2017

Tortas vintage
Vintage Cakes

Davi De Trivi

Tortas vintage is a book dedicated to those 
who want to create spectacular cakes to 
entertain guests. With step-by-step instruc-
tions, legendary sugar craft artist Davi de 
Trivi explains each project in great detail. 
In addition, this book offers tips and se-
crets of the trade of Mrs. de Trivi. Themes 
include wedding cakes, baby showers, 
birthdays, elegant parties and many others.

Davi de Trivi is one of the pioneers for 
cake decorating in South America. She 
spent over 40 years teaching the art of sug-
ar craft in Argentina and the United States.

COOKING, 128 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
TRADE PAPER, $25.95 (CAN $30.95)
ISBN: 9789874578754
RIGHTS: WORLD

LECTURA COLABORATIVA  MARCH 2017
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Mi pelea, tu pelea
A translation of My Fight, Your Fight (9781941393260)

Ronda Rousey

“[Rousey’s] experiences and storytelling are engrossing and enter-
taining.” —Kirkus Reviews, on the English-language edition

“There have been multiple challenges to buffer Rousey’s myriad 
triumphs, and she boldly bares all in a book that is fascinating to 
read and tough to put down.”  
—UFC.com, on the English- language edition

• English- language edition sold over 84,000 copies

Marked by her signature charm, barbed wit, and undeniable 
power, Rousey’s account of the toughest fights of her life—in and 
outside the Octagon—reveals the painful loss of her father when 
she was eight years old, the intensity of her judo training, her 
battles with love, her meteoric rise to fame, the secret behind her 
undefeated UFC record, and what it takes to become the toughest 
woman on Earth. Rousey shares hard-won lessons on how to be 
the best at what you do, including how to find fulfillment in the 
sacrifices, how to turn limitations into opportunities, and how to 
be the best on your worst day. Packed with raw emotion, drama, 
and wisdom this is an unforgettable book by one of the most 
remarkable women in the world. “I know that I can overcome 
any difficulty. I know that I can persevere when things are at their 
worst. I’m not afraid to lose my money or my career, because I’ve 
lived in my car and managed to keep going. Once you’ve made 
it through the worst, you’re no longer afraid of the unknown. 
Battles are there to be won.”

Ronda Rousey is a UFC bantamweight champion, an Olympic 
gold medalist in judo, and a Hollywood star.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY, 336 PAGES, 6 X 8.25
28 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $19.99 (CAN $23.99)
ISBN: 9789876096270
RIGHTS: WORLD

DEL NUEVO EXTREMO  SEPTEMBER
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El hombre que  
estuvo allí
Lo mejor de George Plimpton
A translation of The Best of Plimpton 
(9780871133915)

George Plimpton

“Beautifully observed and incredibly con-
ceived [George Plimpton’s writing] is the 
dark side of the moon of Walter Mitty.” 
—Ernest Hemingway, on the English- 
language edition 

“This is a terrific book ... pure crystal...un-
blemished perfection.” —The Los Angeles 
Times, on the English-language edition 

The complete essays and journalistic works 
of George Plimpton, prefaced by Plimp-
ton himself, is the best way to rediscover 
one of the great voices of American New 
Journalism. Especially renowned for his 
sports reporting and “participatory jour-
nalism,” he brought readers onto the field 
and into the ring. Also included are several 
of Plimpton’s celebrity portraits, including 
John F. Kennedy and his family, Muham-
mad Ali, and Hunter S. Thompson.

George Plimpton is a writer, journalist, 
editor, actor, and occasional athlete. He is 
a key figure in American literature of the 
second half of the 20th century and the 
cofounder of literary journal The Paris 
Review.

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
296 PAGES, 6 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $28.95 (CAN $34.95)
ISBN: 9788494403347
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CONTRA  JANUARY 2017

El cielo completo
The Entire Sky

Sara Sefchovich

In a world still politically and culturally 
dominated by men, women’s literature 
remains rebellious, misunderstood, and 
above all, necessary. In this context, Sara 
Shefcovich effortlessly debunks common 
assumptions about literature written by 
women. Authors as diverse as Yource-
nar, Duras, Poniatowska, and Sexton 
are combined within these pages, which 
combine controversy, scholarship, and the 
pure pleasure of spreading awareness and 
discussion. The vitality and importance or 
literature written by women in increasingly 
undeniable, and this work is a vigorous 
and dynamic testimony.

Sara Shefcovich is a sociologist, a research-
er, a historian, and a professor at the 
Autonomous University of Mexico. She 
has received national and international 
awards, and her work has appeared in 
film, in theater, and on radio. She is the au-
thor of Demasiado amor, Pais de mentiras, 
Vivir la vida, and La suerte de la consorte.

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
360 PAGES, 6.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9786077357414
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER

El diario de  
Ana Frank
The Diary of Ann Frank

Ana Frank

One of the most beloved biographies of 
all times, El diario de Ana Frank is also 
one of the 20th century’s most valued 
documents. Since its publication in 1947, 
the book has captivated readers of all 
ages across the world.

Anne Frank is known for her diary 
detailing the nearly two and a half years 
her family spent in hiding from the Nazis 
during World War II.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY, 320 PAGES, 6 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9789877183078
RIGHTS: WORLD

EDICIONES LEA  NOVEMBER



El buen doctor
A translation of When Breath Becomes Air (9780812988406)

Paul Kalanithi

“Inspiring . . . Kalanithi strives to define his dual role as physi-
cian and patient, and he weighs in on such topics as what makes 
life meaningful and how one determines what is most important 
when little time is left. . . . This deeply moving memoir reveals 
how much can be achieved through service and gratitude when a 
life is courageously and resiliently lived.” 
—Publishers Weekly, on the English-language edition 

“[A] moving and penetrating memoir . . . This eloquent, heartfelt 
meditation on the choices that make live worth living, even as 
death looms, will prompt readers to contemplate their own values 
and mortality.”  —Booklist, on the English- language edition

• English-language edition is #1 NYT Bestseller

• English- language edition sold over 130,000 copies

Paul Kalanithi, a young and promising neurosurgeon, received 
a devastating diagnosis of stage IV lung cancer at the age of 
thirty-six. He was a doctor treating patients one day and the next 
was struggling for his own life. On the verge of completing a 
decade’s worth of training, he decided to begin writing this book 
to come to terms with and give closure to his life, and to face 
death with courage. What makes a life worth living in the face 
of death? What do you do when the future, no longer a ladder 
towards your goals in life, flattens out into a perpetual pres-
ent? What does it mean to have a child, to nurture a new life as 
another fades away? These are a few of the questions Kulanithi 
wrestles with in this moving, exquisitely observed memoir. Paul 
Kalanithi passed away in March 2015, yet his words live on as a 
guide and gift to us all. Simultaneously a reminder of the fragility 
of our existence as well as a plea for a brave and vigorous life, El 
buen doctor will inspire all readers. 

Paul Kalanithi was a neurosurgeon and writer. He graduated 
from Stanford with a B.A. and M.A. in English literature and 
a B.A. in human biology. He earned an M.Phil in the history 
and philosophy of science and medicine from Cambridge and 
graduated cum laude from the Yale School of Medicine, where 
he was inducted into the Alpha Omega Alpha national medical 
honor society. He returned to Stanford to complete his residency 
training in neurological surgery and a postdoctoral fellowship in 
neuroscience, and received the American Academy of Neurologi-
cal Surgery’s highest award for resident research.

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY, 216 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9786077358640
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER
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En defensa de los animales
In Defense of the Animals, a translation of the French 
(9782370730282)

Matthieu Ricard

Every year, we slaughter 60 billion land animals and one trillion 
marine animals for our consumption, an unparalleled scale 
that raises pertinent ethical questions. After all, this practice 
aggravates the problem of hunger worldwide, causes ecosystem 
imbalances, and damages our own health. This clearly written 
essay invites us to change our mentality about the food we eat 
and become more benevolent members of the global ecosystem.

Matthieu Ricard is a long-time Buddhist monk and a former 
molecular biology researcher. He participates in the humanitarian 
projects of the Karuna-Schechen Association in Nepal. He is the 
author of En defensa de la felicidad and El arte de la meditación, 
among others.

ESSAYS, 416 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $27.95 (CAN $33.95)
ISBN: 9788499884608
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  DECEMBER

Matterhorn
Una novela sobre la guerra de Vietnam
A translation of Matterhorn (9780802119285)

Karl Marlantes

• English- language version sold over 155,000 copies.

This adventure of war begins in the jungles of Vietnam and devel-
ops into late 1968 and early 1969. The author leads us to a mil-
itary base known as Matterhorn, which is located in the moun-
tains of the distance province Quang. There, a young lieutenant is 
determined to become a commander of his company, attempting 
to promote his political future. This leads him to sustain a rivalry 
with a few of his companions and convert the war into one about 
personal ambitions. Without falling into simplistic and demagog-
ic plans, Marlantes produces a shockingly impactful novel that 
not only touches on the horror of way, but also the pursuit of 
power, courage, cowardice, and compassion.

Karl Marlantes is a graduate of Yale University. He served in the 
U.S. Navy and fought in Vietnam, where he was awarded the 
Navy Cross, the Bronze Star, two medals from the Navy for cour-
age, and a Purple Heart. Matterhorn is his first literary work.

FICTION/SPANISH: HISTORICAL, 620 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9786077356202
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER
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Los mitos de Cthulhu
Volumen 1
The Myths of Cthulhu

Howard Phillip Lovecraft

Lovecraft creates a new mythology inhabited by both living and 
dead beings, with origins in unknown stars or beyond time and 
space, seeking to unseat humans from their place of power. A 
student of mysticism, theosophy, and occultism, Lovecraft built 
worlds to unsettle his contemporaries and today’s readers alike.

Howard Phillip Lovecraft is one of the finest authors of horror, 
fantasy, and science fiction in the English language.

FICTION/SPANISH: FANTASY & SCIENCE FICTION, 448 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $21.99 (CAN $25.99)
ISBN: 9789877183092
RIGHTS: WORLD

EDICIONES LEA  NOVEMBER

Los mitos de Cthulhu
Volumen 2
The Myths of Cthulhu

Howard Phillip Lovecraft

Seven chilling tales are included in this second volume of Los 
mitos de Cthulhu. Perhaps the most frightening of them all, “En 
las montañas”, is a perfect example of Lovecraft’s style: a hybrid 
of horror and science fiction.

Howard Phillip Lovecraft is one of the finest authors of horror, 
fantasy, and science fiction in the English language.

FICTION/SPANISH: FANTASY & SCIENCE FICTION, 448 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $22.95 (CAN $27.95)
ISBN: 9789877183108
RIGHTS: WORLD

EDICIONES LEA  NOVEMBER
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La isla de los pingüinos
The Island of the Penguins

Anatole France

In this excellent parody of the history of civilization, the penguin 
is adopted as a caricature of the 19th-century bourgeoisie.

Anatole France is the author of Vida de Juana de Arco, and El 
jardín de Epicuro, among other books. He received the Nobel 
Prize in Literature in 1921.

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL, 288 PAGES, 6 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $19.99)
ISBN: 9789877183139
RIGHTS: WORLD

EDICIONES LEA  NOVEMBER

Orgullo y prejuicio
Pride and Prejudice

Jane Austen

Experience a year in the life of a small group of young people in 
the countryside outside London at the turn of the nineteenth cen-
tury. At the center of this society is the Bennet family, with its five 
marriageable daughters. Mrs. Bennet sees marriage as the only 
hope for her girls as they risk losing much of their estate after 
the death of their father. She’s overjoyed, then, at the news of the 
arrival of a single man “of considerable fortune” to the neighbor-
hood: Charles Bingley.

Jane Austen is a renowned British novelist whose works are con-
sidered classics in the world of English literature.

FICTION/SPANISH: ROMANCE, 416 PAGES, 6 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $23.95 (CAN $28.95)
ISBN: 9789877183146
RIGHTS: WORLD

EDICIONES LEA  NOVEMBER
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Pequeño fracaso
A translation of Little Failure 
(9780679643753)

Gary Shteyngart

“A giant success.” —Entertainment  
Weekly, on the English-language edition

• English- language edition was New York   
  Times Bestseller

After three acclaimed novels, Gary Shteyn-
gart turns to memoir in a candid, witty, 
deeply poignant account of his life so far. 
He shares his American immigrant experi-
ence, moving back and forth through time 
and memory with self-deprecating humor, 
moving insights, and literary bravado. The 
result is a resonant story of family and 
belonging that feels epic and intimate and 
distinctly his own. Provocative, hilarious, 
and inventive, Little Failure reveals a deeper 
vein of emotion in Gary Shteyngart’s prose.

Gary Shteyngart attended Oberlin College 
in Ohio, where he earned a degree in 
politics, and Hunter College of the City 
University of New York, where he earned 
an MFA in Creative Writing. He currently 
teaches writing at Columbia University. He 
is a New York Times bestselling author of 
Super Sad True Love Story, Absurdistan, 
and The Russian Debutante’s Handbook, 
among others.

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
440 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $23.99 (CAN $28.99)
ISBN: 9788416213542
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LIBROS DEL ASTEROIDE  JANUARY 2017

Signor Hoffman
Mr. Hoffman

Eduardo Halfon

In Signor Hoffman, the nomadic narrator 
of Eduardo Halfon’s critically-acclaimed 
The Polish Boxer returns to travel from 
Guatemalan cities, villages, coffee plan-
tations, and border towns to Europe and 
Israel. At once a world citizen and a writer 
who mistrusts the power of language, he 
is pursued by history’s ghosts and unan-
swerable questions. He is a cartographer 
of identity on a compelling journey to an 
uncertain destination. As he draws and 
redraws his boundaries, he confronts us 
with the limitations of our own.

Eduardo Halfon is a Guatemalan writer 
who received a Guggenheim Fellowship 
in 2011. He is the author of El boxeador 
polaco, De cabo roto, Elocuencias de un 
tartamudo, Mañana nunca lo hablamos, 
Monasterio, and Saturno. He lives in 
Nebraska.

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL 
152 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $14.99 (CAN $17.99)
ISBN: 9788416213498
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LIBROS DEL ASTEROIDE  AVAILABLE

Sheila Levine está 
muerta y vive en 
Nueva York
A translation of Shiela Levine Is Dead and 
Living in New York (9781585674718)

Gail Parent

Meet Sheila Levine, she’s smart and funny, 
and her mother tells her she’s beautiful. 
. . . But her skirt’s always a bit wrinkled, 
she’s trying to lose 15 —make that 25— 
pounds, she just turned 30 . . . and she’s 
still single. She tries to date, she really 
does, but disappointment turns to desper-
ation and after a flash of insight, Sheila 
calmly decides to kill herself. So she starts 
to get her affairs in order and writes a sui-
cide note to her loving parents to explain 
it all.

Gail Parent writes for various TV shows 
such as The Mary Tyler Moore Show, The 
Carol Burnett Show, Finder of Lost Loves, 
and many others.

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL
, 288 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $20.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9788416213481
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LIBROS DEL ASTEROIDE  JANUARY 2017
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Pedro Melenas y compañía
Pedro Melenas and Company

Heinrich Hoffmann and Autores Varios

The classic graphic novel comes followed by tributes by ten of 
today’s best illustrators. This implacable etiquette guide is also 
one of the cruelest and politically incorrect works ever written—
and yet, it has become a classic for adults as well as children.

Heinrich Hoffmann is also the author of Hitler Was My Friend. 

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL, 112 PAGES, 7.5 X 10.25
100 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9788415979944
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL IMPEDIMENTA  NOVEMBER

El poeta prehistórico
The Prehistoric Poet

Juan Pedro Carrasco García

This story considers the evolving, somewhat troubled psyche of a 
Spanish boy as he grows up and approaches a personal conflict, 
turmoil that reflects the European or moral malaise of the period. 
As a preteen boy he recognizes the realm of good and light, sym-
bolized by his God-fearing parents and innocent younger sisters, 
as separate from the realm of evil and dark. Another older boy 
rescues him from enemy’s clutches and fundamentally alters his 
notions of light and dark realms through an inverted interpreta-
tion of the parable of Cain and Abel.

Juan Pedro Carrasco García is a Spanish author, poet, and play-
wright. He is the author of El viento detenido, and Mensajes al 
cielo, among others.

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL, 150 PAGES, 6 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788416627196
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDICIONES OBLICUAS, INC.  MARCH 2017
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Amor en juego
Love Game

If you’ve ever put your feelings at square one, moved across the 
board blinded by love, put your heart in the game, bet and won, 
risked and lost, dreamt you’ll have more luck next round…you 
might see yourself in one of the games in this book.

Elena Ferrándiz specializes in engraving and is an illustrator of 
children’s books, textbooks, and magazines. She is the author of 
El abrigo de Pupa, La media naranja, and Malena en el espejo, 
among others.

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL, 56 PAGES, 6 X 8.75
50 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9788492595716
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  FEBRUARY 2017

Largo recorrido Series

Idea de la ceniza
Idea of Ash

María Virginia Jaua

Is there anything lovers enjoy more than talking about love? 
They discuss its successes and failures, reconstruct every detail, 
and form part of the universe’s great trove of words exchanged 
in love.

María Virginia Jaua holds degrees in social communication from 
the Universidad Central de Venezuela and in Francophone studies 
from the Sorbonne. She is the editor of the online art and culture 
criticism magazine Salonkritik and was a guest editor of the 
audio edition of El Estado Mental.

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL, 176 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788416291229
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PERIFERICA  MARCH 2017
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Largo recorrido Series

Los extraños
The Strangers

Vicente Valero

“Vicente Valero has written a magnificient book.” —José María 
Pozuelo Yvancos, ABC, on the English-language edition

Every family has its oddballs, the ones only heard from in news 
of some mysterious event or strange detail of their profession. In 
this extraordinary book, the narrator attempts to recover the sto-
ries of four such people from his own family, building life stories 
and ascertaining motivations from any scraps he can find.

Vicente Valero is a Spanish poet. He is the author of several books 
of poems, including Libro de los trazados, Canción del distraído, 
and Días del bosque, for which he received the Loewe Foundation 
International Poetry Prize. He has also published numerous pieces 
of prose, including the acclaimed biographical essay Experiencia y 
pobreza: Walter Benjamin en Ibiza, 1932-1933.

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL, 176 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $21.95)
ISBN: 9788492865871
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PERIFERICA  MARCH 2017

Largo recorrido Series

Elogio del gato
Praise the Cat

Stéphanie Hochet

Everyone knows cats are fiercely independent. They chose their 
owner, not the other way around. Countless writers have iden-
tified with these animals that have long inspired artistic seekers 
of freedom. This book compiles examples from ancient Egypt 
to modern France, including words from Balzac, Poe, Tennessee 
Williams, and countless others.

Stéphanie Hochet is a French novelist. She is the author of Com-
bat de l’amour et de la faim, for which she received the Closerie 
des Lilas prize, and La distribution des lumières, which was 
awarded the Thyde Monnier prize, and several other books.

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL, 120 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9788416291144
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PERIFERICA  MARCH 2017
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Londres después de medianoche
London After Midnight

Augusto Cruz García-Mora

After retiring from the FBI, where he was a secretary of J. 
Edgar Hoover, Detective Mckenzie is summoned by the famous 
collector Forrest Ackerman to find Londres después de me-
dianoche, one of the most sought-after films in the history of 
cinema. Although the last copy disappeared in the twenties, the 
legend states that misfortune was brought upon the actors that 
were vampires in the film. It says that theaters that try to find it 
mysteriously catch fire, and those who seek the last copy mysteri-
ously disappear themselves. The detective meets survivors of two 
worlds: one that threw the film away, and the other that seeks 
their own piece of history at any cost.

Augusto Cruz García-Moya studied film screenwriting at UCLA 
and owns a bakery in his hometown in Mexico. Londres después 
de medianoche is his first novel.

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL, 316 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95)
ISBN: 9786077356639
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER

Monseñor Quijote
Monsignor Quixote

Graham Greene

Graham Greene was powerful enough to convince a communist 
driver, who denies any life exists after death, share a road trip 
with a Catholic priest on the verge of retirement. This book 
demonstrates the tension between the idealists who believe in a 
better world, and those disappointed with humanity. The discus-
sions, stories, and jokes exchanged during this crucial week-long 
trip will change both their lives.

Graham Greene is one of the most prolific and acclaimed British 
novelists of the twentieth century. He is the author of The Quiet 
American, The End of the Affair, Our Man in Havana, among 
many others.

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL, 280 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9786077357063
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER
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Los criminales de noviembre
A translation of The November Criminals (9781481462860)

Sam Munson

Addison Schacht has much to worry about in his senior year 
of high school, such as getting to school on time, selling pot to 
his classmates, and trying to navigate his relationship with his 
friend — not girlfriend — Digger. Summer is rapidly approaching 
as is the deadline for his college entry essay to the University of 
Chicago. However, how can he pay attention to such a trivial 
task when one of his classmates, Kevin Broadus, was murdered 
in a seemingly absurd shooting? Addison can’t help but begin on 
an obsessive search for the perpetrators and justice.

Sam Munson has written articles for The New York Times, Com-
mentary, the New York Observer, and The Times Literary Supple-
ment, amongst many others. He graduated from the University of 
Chicago and lives in New York City.

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL, 332 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9786077358312
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER

La torre y el jardín
The Tower and the Garden

Alberto Chimal

Two men wake up in a cell to a surprising brothel. One man is 
dressed as an astronaut while the other has decided to clarify a 
childhood memory loss that involved the legendary Lady Isabella 
by pretending to blow magic at ever debacle inside the cell. 
Though, how do you solve a mystery inside a building with voic-
es coming out of the walls? Where people can pass through to 
different dimensions? Where people can time travel? In La torre 
y el jardín, Alberto Chimal adds his own form of science fiction 
and fantasy to the mix, creating one of the most ambitious novels 
of recent Latin American fiction.

Alberto Chimal is the author of more than fifteen books and one 
novella, Los esclavos, and has become one of the most original 
and beloved storytellers of his generation. He is also a professor 
and teaches literary workshops.

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL, 472 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.25
MASS MARKET, $12.95 (CAN $14.99)
ISBN: 9786077356363
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER
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Escenarios para el fin del mundo
Relatos reunidos
Scenarios for the End of the World

Bernardo Fernández

At this meeting of stories spanning his entire career, Bef looks to 
speculative and science fiction and invites us to enter the banks 
that separate us from the reality of our fears. Since the apoc-
alypse that left a depopulated world, an invasion of invasion 
of wild animals and aliens, the stories here are portrayed with 
finesse as critical contemporary life is carried to the extreme.

Bernardo Fernández is an author and comic book illustrator. 
He is the author of Ojos de lagarto, Gel azul, El ladrón de 
sueños, Tiempo de alacranes, Hielo negro, Cuello blanco and 
Bajo la máscar. He is the illustrator of the children’s books Soy 
el robot, Vacaciones en Marte, ¡Groar!, and Cuentos de hadas 
para conejos, as well as the comic collection Monorama 1 and 
2, and the graphic novel Espiral. His works have been translat-
ed into many languages.

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL, 192 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9786077357636
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER

La fila india
Single File

Antonio Ortuño

In order to repatriate the victims of a massacre, a young offi-
cer is sent to a lost village in the southeast of Mexico. Her first 
mistake: moving there with her seven-year-old daughter. The 
second one: opening her house to a survivor. The third: arguing 
that a criminal group is against Central American migrants. And 
fourth: trying to resolve the simple question of why no one seems 
to care. Composed like a kaleidoscope that records all the tones 
of sarcasm, La fila india is an exciting story that offers us a group 
of unforgettable characters, a prose that is hard to beat, and the 
look of an author that registers how to break down the relation-
ship between one individual and the country in which she lives.

Antonio Ortuño is the author of Ánima, El buscador de cabezas, 
El jardín japonés, Recursos humanos, and La Señora Rojo. In 
2011, GQ named him as a writer of the year, and he was selected 
by Granta as one of the best young writers in Spanish. He is a 
former reporter and newspaper editor.

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL, 232 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.25
MASS MARKET, $8.95 (CAN $10.95)
ISBN: 9786077357902
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER
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Socorro (pero me dicen Coco)
Socorro (But they Call Me Coco)

Juana Inés Dehesa

Coco (Socorro, but don’t call her that) is at a turning point in 
her life. Her work may (or may not) take her to a fashion show 
in Spain. Her impending marriage may (or may not) bring her 
to a happy place as a mother of a Mexican family. But lately, her 
expectations does not seem to meet those of her mother or those 
that her fiancé (so perfect, but such a failure) promised. In this 
funny and irreverent novel, Juana Inés Dehesa paints us a picture 
of what it means to be thirty-something trying to find their path 
to happiness, or at least emotional tranquility.

Juana Inés Dehesa is in her 30s, single, and fantastic. She is the 
author of the novels Pink Doll and Rebel Doll and is a weekly 
columnist for the newspaper Reforma.

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL, 360 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9786077357681
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER

Cuello blanco
White Collar

Bernardo Fernández

Lizzy Zubiaga, queen of synthetic drugs, plans to create an inter-
national bank for high-level criminals. The road is not without 
obstacles: first, a commando kidnaps Oscar Salgado, owner of a 
brokerage house, to steal financial information from Lizzy. Then, 
Andrea Mijanos, now retired from the Judicial Police, returns 
as a private detective and is assigned to new cases without ever 
losing sight of the cartel. Lizzy and Andrea are bound to cross 
paths again.

Bernardo Fernández is an author and comic book illustrator. He 
is the author of Ojos de lagarto, Gel azul, El ladrón de sueños, 
Tiempo de alacranes, Hielo negro, Cuello blanco and Bajo la 
máscar. He is the illustrator of the children’s books Soy el robot, 
Vacaciones en Marte, ¡Groar!, and Cuentos de hadas para 
conejos, as well as the comic collection Monorama 1 and 2, and 
the graphic novel Espiral. His works have been translated into 
many languages.

FICTION/SPANISH: MYSTERY, 352 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $14.99)
ISBN: 9786077358596
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER
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Las habitaciones secretas
A translation of One Kick (9781476749785)

Chelsea Cain

Famously kidnapped at age six, Kick captured America’s hearts 
when she was rescued five years later. Trained as a marksman, 
lock picker, escape artist and bomb maker by her abductor, 
Kick continues to expand her strange skill set after her release: 
mastering martial arts, boxing, knife throwing, and host of other 
talents. Now at the age of twenty-one, she is approached by an 
enigmatic and wealthy former weapons dealer named John Bish-
op. Bishop uses his fortune and contacts to track down missing 
children. He wants Kick to help him—and he won’t take no for 
an answer. With lives hanging in the balance, Kick is set to be the 
crusader she has always imagined herself. Little does she know 
that the answers she and Bishop seek are hidden in one of the 
few places she doesn’t want to navigate—the dark corners of her 
own mind.

Chelsea Cain is the author of New York Times bestselling thrill-
ers Heartsick, Sweetheart, and Evil and Heart, which have been 
translated into more than 24 languages. Her stories have ap-
peared on episodes of HBO series such as True Blood and Castle. 
She lives in Portland, Oregon.

FICTION/SPANISH: MYSTERY, 308 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $22.95)
ISBN: 9786077357896
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER

Causas naturales
A translation of Natural Causes (9780544319486)

Oswald James

A young girl’s mutilated body is discovered in a room that has 
been sealed for the last sixty years. Her remains are carefully 
arranged in what seems to have been a macabre ritual. For new-
ly appointed Edinburgh Detective Inspector Tony McLean, this 
baffling cold case ought to be a low priority, but he is haunted 
by the young victim and her grisly death. Meanwhile, the city 
is horrified by a series of bloody killings—deaths for which 
there appears to be neither rhyme nor reason, and which leave 
Edinburgh’s police at a loss. McLean is convinced that these 
deaths are somehow connected to the terrible ceremonial killing 
of the girl, all those years ago. It is an irrational theory that will 
lead McLean closer to the heart of a terrifying and ancient evil. 
Natural Causes is a chilling and exciting start to a brand new 
series of mysteries.

James Oswald is a farmer from Scotland turned writer after his 
Self-published electronic book Natural Causes hit 350,000 down-
loads. He is also the author of Dead Men’s Bones, The Book of 
Souls, and Prayer for the Dead.

FICTION/SPANISH: MYSTERY, 404 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9786077356004
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER
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Tiempo de alacranes
Time of Scorpions

Bernardo Fernández

Simply referred to as The Lord, he is the director of the dan-
gerous cartel Constance. So far, nothing seems to threaten their 
power. But one day, El Guero, one of their most trusted hit men, 
is in trouble during a seemingly routine order. Meanwhile, a 
trio of unknown young men is known to be behind numerous 
assaults at supermarkets. Both stories eventually intersect and 
forever change the order of the cartel.

Bernardo Fernández is an author and comic book illustrator. 
He is the author of Ojos de lagarto, Gel azul, El ladrón de 
sueños, Tiempo de alacranes, Hielo negro, Cuello blanco and 
Bajo la máscar. He is the illustrator of the children’s books Soy 
el robot, Vacaciones en Marte, ¡Groar!, and Cuentos de hadas 
para conejos, as well as the comic collection Monorama 1 and 
2, and the graphic novel Espiral. His works have been translat-
ed into many languages.

FICTION/SPANISH: MYSTERY, 156 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.5
TRADE PAPER, $8.95 (CAN $10.95)
ISBN: 9786077356875
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER

Hielo negro
Black Ice

Bernardo Fernández

After seizing the cartel Queens, Constance, Lizzy, and Zubiaga 
enter the drug business. Their team is researching what is known 
as “black ice”, a powerful substance that removes all inhibition 
and fear, while causing an unmatched euphoria. Little do they 
know they are going to have to face agent Andrea Mijangos, who 
has a personal vendetta against Lizzy and will not stop until she 
receives her revenge.

Bernardo Fernández is an author and comic book illustrator. He 
is the author of Ojos de lagarto, Gel azul, El ladrón de sueños, 
Tiempo de alacranes, Hielo negro, Cuello blanco and Bajo la 
máscar. He is the illustrator of the children’s books Soy el robot, 
Vacaciones en Marte, ¡Groar!, and Cuentos de hadas para 
conejos, as well as the comic collection Monorama 1 and 2, and 
the graphic novel Espiral. His works have been translated into 
many languages.

FICTION/SPANISH: MYSTERY, 316 PAGES, 4.75 X 6.25
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $13.95)
ISBN: 9786077357018
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER
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La gruta del Toscano
The Cave of Tuscany

Ignacio Padilla

In what is perhaps his best novel to date, earning him the 
Mazatlán Prize for best novel of the year, Ignacio Padilla tells the 
adventure of various explorers who tried to get to the bottom 
of a mountain in Sicily. The only entry into this world deemed 
as the circles of hell, is the only way to demonstrate is anything 
exists beyond death.

Ignacio Padilla’s work has been translated into more than 20 
languages, and he has won numerous literary awards. He is the 
author of El andoride y las quimeras, Los reflejos y la escarcha, 
and Las fauces del abismo.

FICTION/SPANISH: MYSTERY, 328 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9786077356592
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER

El muelle del infierno
The Pier of Hell

Ingrid Astier

Christmas is near in Paris. In the middle of the night, the flow 
of the Seine River carries a seemingly abandoned boat down-
stream. However, within the boat, the police discover the body of 
a mysterious woman. The only clue they have is the card from a 
well-known perfumery. This thriller, a dark drama about a serial 
murderer, features one of the most famous rivers in the world and 
the crimes associated with it.

Ingrid Astier is a write, journalist, and passionate about gastron-
omy. She has written several books on cooking, including Cuisine 
inspirée, Goût du chocolat and Goût du thé. El muelle del infier-
no is her first police narrative.

FICTION/SPANISH: MYSTERY, 448 PAGES, 5.5 X 5.5
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $24.99)
ISBN: 9786077350668
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER
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Sobre los huesos de los muertos
On the Bones of the Dead, a translation from the Polish

Olga Tokarczuk

The actions of this crime novel occur in a mountainous prov-
ince of Poland. It stars Janina Duszejko , a retired woman who 
attempts to solve the murders of several hunters. The author 
questions both the level of disrespect man holds to nature as well 
as the dangers of environmental radicalism, however good their 
intentions. This book was a bestseller in Poland.

Olga Tokarczuk studied psychology from the University of 
Warsaw. She is a novelist, essayist, and writes stage adaptations, 
poetry, and books on psychology. She has received various 
awards for her work.

FICTION/SPANISH: MYSTERY, 304 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9786077356219
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER

Tu cabeza tiene precio
Your Head is Priceless

Marçal Aquino

While Brito and Albano, two hit men, ambush their prey, a young 
driver has an affair with the beautiful daughter of the trafficker 
for which they work. Two parallel paths that eventually cross 
paths give rise to a captivating thriller in which all characters are 
wanted by law enforcement. The complex narrative structure of 
this book is comprised of many dizzying spirals.

Marçal Aquino is a novelist and a short story writer. He has 
received several literary awards, and three of his works have been 
adapted to movies. He is the author of Yo recibiría las peores 
noticias de tus lindos labios, and El invasor.

FICTION/SPANISH: MYSTERY, 186 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.99)
ISBN: 9786077357155
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER
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Kamasutra para domingos lluvi-
osos
Kamasutra for Rainy Sundays

Ximo Abadía

The perfect book for fans of love and humor, Abadía’s ironic and 
shrewd take on the classic text offers a series of games intended 
to give free reign to fantasy. This version’s minimalist and clean 
style constitutes homage to all that the word “Kama” represents: 
pleasure, the joy of the senses, and the continual search for 
happiness.

Ximo Abadía is a graphic novelist and the author of Cartulinas 
de colores and La bipolaridad del chocolate.

GRAPHIC NOVELS, 80 PAGES, 4.75 X 7.5
34 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9788416542291
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL IMPEDIMENTA  DECEMBER

Por qué duelen los insultos
A translation of A Slap in the Face (9780199934454)

William B. Irvine

“Readers looking to add to their stock of insults will find much 
good material here, but they’ll also find an insightful analysis of 
the way we insult each other, why we do it, how we react, and 
how we can adjust our notion of insults and modify our reactions 
to them...Written in a lively, entertaining style...”  
—Booklist, on the English-language edition

“A Slap in the Face is an earnest book offering some good advice 
as well as some memorable insults.” —Daniel Akst,  
The Wall Street Journal, on the English- language edition

Insults are a part of our everyday lives. But, why do we insult one 
another? Why do they hurt the recipient? How can we overcome 
the tendency to offend others? This book is a comprehensive 
research on a phenomenon whose importance is greater than we 
realize. The author shows the role that insults play in relation-
ships and social dynamics. He exposes how, over time, culture 
has faced this form of aggression by codes of politeness and 
prohibitions. The book also includes the mechanisms by which it 
is possible to face these insults and keep them from causing pain.

William B. Irvine studied mathematics and philosophy at the 
University of Michigan and earned his doctorate in philosophy at 
the University of California in Los Angeles. He is a professor at 
Wright State University in Ohio and is the author of Guide to the 
Good Life: The Ancient Art of Stoic Joy and On Desire: Why We 
Want What We Want.

PSYCHOLOGY, 264 PAGES, 6.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9786077355762
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER
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Maravillosamente imperfecto, 
escandalosamente feliz
Diez premisas liberadoras que transformarán  
tu vida de manera radical
Beautifully Imperfect, Outrageously Happy

Walter Riso

As understood by psychologist Walter Riso, one of the keys to 
living better is to accept ourselves as we are, despite our faults, to 
learn to live with them and compensate them with our strengths. 
In his most recent book, Riso proposes cognitive keys to accept 
every aspect of our personalities, to understand how it affects our 
social, love, and work life, and to strive to improve our perfor-
mance every day. Without self-acceptance and a high self-esteem, 
it is not possible to garner a deep knowledge of ourselves as it is 
a key to our happiness as human beings.

Walter Riso is a psychologist, specializing in cognitive therapy 
and bioethics. For over 28 years he has worked as a therapist, 
practicing alternately as a university chair while contributing 
with scientific publications and psychological disclosures. He is a 
professor of cognitive therapy in different psychological schools 
in Latin America and Spain, and is the honorary president of 
the Columbian Association of Cognitive Therapy. His previous 
works include El camino de los sabios, La afectividad masculina, 
Amores altamente peligrosos, and many others.

PSYCHOLOGY, 236 PAGES, 6 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9786077357056
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER

Usa tus tres cerebros
Psicología autosustentable. Dile adiós  
a tus emociones negativas
Use Your Three Brains

Federico Pérez Castillo

Self-Sustaining Psychology (PAS) is a method for overcoming 
negative emotions based in neuroscience and Buddhism. The 
author offers these effective and practical guidelines to reacting 
to any situation we’re confronted with.

Federico Pérez Castillo is a therapist with 35 years of experience 
and an expert in Ericksonian hypnosis and neurolinguistics. He is 
the founder of the Instituto de Psicoterapia Sistémica de Occi-
dente and the author of El vuelo del ave fénix, El arco y la flecha, 
and several other books.

PSYCHOLOGY, 160 PAGES, 6.5 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9786079472030
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO  NOVEMBER
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Comunicación no verbal
Nonverbal Communication

Catalina Pons

We form first impressions of a person in seven seconds. Nine-
ty-three percent of information we communicate lies in body 
language, and the human brain tends instinctively to trust more 
in this information than in words. A greater knowledge and 
awareness of body language can help to create more positive 
ties with others, reinforce bonds, be persuasive, and have better 
conversations.

Catalina Pons is a doctor and MBA. She is a body language 
expert and a professor of communications.

PSYCHOLOGY, 208 PAGES, 5 X 8
28 B&W PHOTOS, 3 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS, 7 CHARTS, 13 TABLES
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $25.95)
ISBN: 9788499884707
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  DECEMBER

ARTEMISA
El espíritu indómito de cada mujer
A translation of Artemis (9781573245913)

Jean Shinoda Bolen

Immerse yourself in the myth of Atlanta, the legendary hunter 
and runner of ancient Greek mythology, a woman—abandoned 
for having been born female—who exemplifies the indomitable 
spirit of young girls and the women they become.

Jean Shinoda Bolen is a psychiatrist and Jungian analyst. She is 
the author of Las diosas de cada mujer, La Diosas de la mujer 
madura, and Las brujas no se quejan, among other books.

PSYCHOLOGY, 372 PAGES, 5 X 8
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9788499884585
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  DECEMBER
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¡Viva la diferencia! (... y el com-
plemento también)
Live the Difference! (And the Complement Too)

Pilar Sordo

Faced with the reality that women and men, for biological and 
cultural reasons, are not equal, Pilar Sordo writes a true recogni-
tion of the difference and diversity. As opposed and complemen-
tary genders, feminism and masculinity represent the richness 
of human experience. Recognizing the differences and the most 
positive aspects are keys to finding harmony in everyday life.

Pilar Sordo is a Chilean psychologist whose numerous self-help 
books have been best-sellers in Latin America. She is the author 
of ¡Viva la diferencia!, No quiero crecer, No quiero envejecer, 
and Lecciones de seducción, which have established her as one  
of the continent’s premier human development experts.

SOCIAL SCIENCE, 144 PAGES, 6 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.99)
ISBN: 9786077357735
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER

Herencia
Cómo nuestros genes cambian nuestra vida y 
cómo nuestra vida cambia nuestros genes
A translation of Heritage: How Our Genes Change Our Lives, 
and Our Lives Change Our Genes (9781455549443)

Sharon Moalem

Conventional wisdom dictates that our genetic destiny is fixed 
at conception. But Dr. Moalem’s groundbreaking book shows 
us that the human genome is far more fluid and fascinating than 
your ninth grade biology teacher ever imagined. By bringing us 
to the bedside of his unique and complex patients, he master-
fully demonstrates what rare genetic conditions can teach us all 
about our own health and well-being. In the brave new world 
we’re rapidly rocketing into, genetic knowledge has become 
absolutely crucial.

Sharon Moalem MD, PhD, is an award-winning scientist, physi-
cian, New York Times and international bestselling author of the 
books Survival of the Sickest and How Sex Works.

SCIENCE, 248 PAGES, 6.5 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9786077356509
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER
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Ciencia Series

La ciencia en Big Bang
The Science Behind the Big Bang

Miguel Ángel Sabadell

The life and work of three physicists and an engineer is the basis 
for The Big Bang Theory, one of the most successful television 
series in recent years. Taking the series as a point of departure, 
Miguel Ángel Sabadell accompanies us on a fantastic journey 
through the world around us from the perspective of the latest 
science. By discovering our origins, we can learn who we are and 
what we’re destined for.

Miguel Ángel Sabadell holds degrees in astrophysics and the-
oretical physics. He has worked as a researcher, as well as a 
science editor for Muy Interesante magazine, and has received the 
Excelencia Profesional del Colegio Oficial de Físicos prize and 
the Prisma de la Casa de las Ciencias of A Coruña recognition, 
among others.

SCIENCE, 320 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
90 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $22.99 (CAN $27.99)
ISBN: 9788415256823
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/ MA NON TROPPO  DECEMBER

Por qué no existe el mundo
A translation of Why Does the World Not Exist 
(9780745687568)

Markus Gabriel

Where did we come from? What does it all mean? The world 
does not exist. But, that does not mean that nothing exists. With 
vivid examples, experiments, mental acuity and provocative 
spirit, the philosopher Markus Gabriel lays out the fundamental 
principles of our humanity.

Markus Gabriel studied philosophy, classical and German philol-
ogy, at Universities in Hagen, Bonn, Heidelberg, and Lisbon. He 
is the youngest professor of philosophy at the University of Bonn 
in Germany. He has co-authored books with the famous Slove-
nian philosopher Slavoj Zizek.

PHILOSOPHY, 252 PAGES, 6.5 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $20.99)
ISBN: 9786077356998
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  SEPTEMBER
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Historia Bélica Series

Submarinos
Submarines

Manuel J. Prieto

Commercial ships attacked in the middle of the night, airplanes 
descending from the clouds to attack submarines at the surface, 
shipwrecks, bandits, good times and bad….all of this and much 
more formed part of submarine warfare in World War II. Learn 
about it in this book combining historical rigor with the dramatic 
touch of the best war stories.

Manuel J. Prieto is a Spanish author and essayist and runs the 
history blog Curistoria. He also collaborated with various radio 
shows and digital magazines.

HISTORY, 256 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
56 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9788499173771
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/REDBOOK  DECEMBER

Historia Bélica Series

Fugas y evasiones de la Segunda 
Guerra Mundial
Escapes of World War II

Pedro Pablo G. May

To talk of concentration camps is to recall a dark period in the 
history of humanity. But it also means solidarity, heroism, and 
dignity. There were men and women who, whether through the 
impulse to fight for their country or merely the will to survive, 
had the courage to attempt escape. Some were successful, others 
weren’t. This book compiles the stories of escape from concentra-
tion camps.

Pedro Pablo G. May is a Spanish journalist and writer. In addition 
to nearly 30 years of experience with the Agencia EFE news agen-
cy, he is the author of numerous historical essays, including Las 
traiciones que hicieron historia and Lucharon en batallas decisivas.

HISTORY, 256 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
72 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9788499173849
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/REDBOOK  DECEMBER
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Stadium Series

Correr sin lesionarse  
¿es posible?
Las claves para conseguirlo
Run Without Injury, Possible?

Eva Ferrer Vidal-Barraquer

A resource for runners, this guide contains valid information to 
reduce and prevent the risk of injury. Filled with information on 
the how and why of an injury; readers will understand injuries 
and how to overcome and prevent them. This expert guide is 
accompanied by a glossary and numerous illustrations

Eva Ferrer Vidal-Barraquer specializes in sports medicine and is 
the author of Cambia de vida, ponte a correr.

SPORTS, 224 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $17.95)
ISBN: 9788416012558
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  FEBRUARY 2017

Stadium Series

Corriendo hacia lo imposible
Un viaje al mundo del ultrafondo
Running Towards the Impossible

Albert Jorquera Mestres

This book is a fascinating journey on ultradistance, one of the 
most extreme and demanding sports in the world. From the pro-
spective of an amateur and anonymous runner, this book seeks to 
answer questions such as, how professionals such as Kilian Jornet 
are trained? What do they eat? How do they withstand so many 
hours running and nights without sleep? Filled with informa-
tion on the capacity to realize unimaginable feats as well as the 
motivation, effort and sacrifice for anyone looking to take their 
running to the next level.

Albert Jorquera Mestres is a journalist who specializes in run-
ning. He played in the Division of Honor of roller hockey and 
football and has participated in the most important ultras of the 
planet, Ultratrail of Mont Blanc.

SPORTS, 192 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9788416012565
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  FEBRUARY 2017



Cuando éramos los mejores
A translation of When the Game Was Ours (9780547225470)

Larry Bird, Earvin Johnson, Jr., and Jackie MacMullan

“Unprecedented insight and commentary from the stars them-
selves on their unique relationship, a compelling mixture of bitter 
rivalry and mutual admiration... Offers a captivating look at the 
NBA’s greatest era.” —Kirkus Reviews, on the English-language 
edition

“Greatness commands our attention . . . uplifting . . . If ever there 
was a two-man Dream Team, they were it.” —New York Times 
Book Review, on the English-language edition

• English- language edition has sold over 128,000 copies

From the second Earvin “Magic” Johnson and Larry Bird stepped 
onto the court as rivals, there began an unparalleled physical and 
psychological battle. In Celtics’ green was Bird, a tough, shrewd 
Indiana native with an infallible long-range shot. In the gold and 
purple of the Lakers was “Magic” Johnson, Mr. Showtime, the 
dazzling personality. Cuando éramos los mejores transports us 
to this unforgettable period in basketball history and reveals the 
hidden side of both players’ dynamic careers.

Larry Bird played thirteen seasons with the Boston Celtics, receiv-
ing three NBA titles, three MVP recognitions, an Olympic gold 
medal, and entry into the Hall of Fame in 1988. He is currently the 
general manager for the Indiana Pacers. Earvin “Magic” John-
son played thirteen seasons for the Los Angeles Lakers, where he 
received five NBA titles, three MVP recognitions, an Olympic gold 
medal, and a spot in the Hall of Fame in 2002. Jackie MacMullan 
is an American journalist with the Boston Globe and ESPN. She 
received the Curt Gowdy Media Award for basketball reporting.

SPORTS, 368 PAGES, 6 X 8.75
16 B&W PHOTOS, 4 TABLES
TRADE PAPER, $29.95 (CAN $35.95)
ISBN: 9788494403330
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CONTRA  JANUARY 2017
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Taller de Música Series

Guía práctica para cantar
Practical Guide to Singing

Isabel Villagar

Singing in a safe and healthy way requires muscular training, just 
like any activity or sport that requires coordination. Anyone can 
learn to develop their vocal artistic potential. In this guide, Isabel 
Villagar explains with numerous examples the voice’s possibilities 
and how to exploit them.

Isabel Villagar is a singer and vocal coach. She is the director of 
the Spanish Association of Teachers of Singing for Valencia, as 
well as a vocal technique expert and vocal coach.

MUSIC, 200 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5
8 B&W PHOTOS, 10 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS, 5 LINE DRAWINGS, 5 TABLES
TRADE PAPER, $20.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9788415256847
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO  DECEMBER

Aprendizaje musical para niños
Musical Learning for Kids

Joan Maria Martí

What is the Kodály method and how does it work? What benefits 
does the Martenot method have for children’s development? 
What were Edgard Willems’s ideas? Jaques Dalcroze’s? Although 
each of these methods contains unique characteristics, each com-
plements the others and shares certain points of connection for 
musical education.

Joan Maria Martí studied music education at the University 
of Barcelona and holds a master’s in musicology and musical 
education from the Autonomous University of Barcelona. He is 
the author of Cómo potenciar la inteligencia de los niños con la 
música and Ser músico y disfrutar de la vida.

MUSIC, 144 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788415256908
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO  DECEMBER
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Taller de Música Series

Mejore su técnica de piano
Improve Your Piano Technique

John Meffen

John Meffen combines the theory and technique of piano for 
noticeable and effective progress, emphasizing muscle control and 
brain function. In addition, he offers advice for selecting a piano, 
touches on fine points of musical theory, and recommendations 
for learning a new piece. This piano manual has been created to 
apply to musicians of any age, situation, and skill level.

John Meffen is an affiliate of the Royal College of Music. He is 
currently a member of the British and International Federation of 
Festivals, musical secretary of the Darlington Arts Festival, and 
associate director of the Darlington Orchestra.

MUSIC, 160 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5
11 B&W PHOTOS, 6 GRAPHS
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788415256830
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO  DECEMBER

Técnicas maestras de piano
Piano Mastery Techniques

Stewart Gordon

The great pianist and teacher Stewart Gordon offers a simple yet 
profound series of reflections on the art of teaching and learning 
piano. This book centers not only on technique—posture, pedals, 
and agility—but also on aspects of creativity and artistic expres-
sion. An immensely useful guide or professors as well as students.

Stewart Gordon is a professor at the University of Southern 
California Thornton School of Music and a renowned pianist. 
He developed the William Kapell, Savannah Onstage, American 
Traditions Competition y Queens College Cultural Heritage com-
petitions and is the coauthor of The Well-Tempered Keyboard 
Teacher and the Music Thru MIDI collection.

MUSIC, 208 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $20.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9788415256922
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO  DECEMBER
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Fuego eterno
La historia de Jerry Lee Lewis
A translation of Hellfire (9780802135667)

Nick Tosches

The dramatic and troubled life of Jerry Lee Lewis is one of the 
most legendary within American popular music. Considered one 
of the best biographies ever written, Fuego eterno incorporates 
both dark fiction and documentary-like precision to shed light on 
one of rock and roll’s enduring stories.

Nick Tosches is an American writer. His books and essays in-
clude Under Tiberius, Me and the Devil, and Unsung Heroes  
of Rock ‘n’ Roll. He lives in New York.

MUSIC, 264 PAGES, 6 X 8.75
TRADE PAPER, $28.95 (CAN $34.95)
ISBN: 9788494403354
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CONTRA  JANUARY 2017

Música Series

Historia del Jazz
A translation of Jazz: A History (9780393963687)

Frank Tirro

A great reference work for jazz-lovers, this book offers a detailed 
exploration of its origins, great figures, and stylistic variations, all 
without sacrificing rigorous analysis of musical structures, tech-
nique, and variations. This is an indispensable book for both the 
newly curious and established professionals looking to broaden 
their knowledge.

Frank Tirro is an American professor of music and a dean of the 
School of Music at Yale University.

MUSIC, 624 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5
185 B&W PHOTOS
CLOTH, $45.95 (CAN $54.95)
ISBN: 9788415256878
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/ MA NON TROPPO  DECEMBER
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Guías del Rock & Roll Series

Dance Electronic Music
Historia, cultura, artistas y  
álbumes fundamentales
Electronic Dance Music

Manu González

The history of electronic dance music is the history of its in-
struments and clubs, its DJs and communities, and also its drug 
scene. These elements have together transcended traditional mu-
sical canons to create something new and exciting. This book is a 
journey through 40 years of sounds and rhythms from all corners 
of the world, from Jamaica to Angola, Tokyo to London, Berlin 
to Barcelona, and Detroit to Chicago, through a global musical 
genre that’s never stopped innovating.

Manu González is a Spanish journalist who has collaborated 
with numerous arts and culture publications. He is currently the 
coordinator of digital cultural magazine Blisstopic.com and hosts 
the music and cinema radio program Phonobang.

MUSIC, 256 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
180 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9788415256892
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO  DECEMBER

Taller de Teatro Series

Manual del actor
Actor’s Manual

Andrés Vicente

There are a number of methods available for creating a character. 
This book, written by a renowned acting coach who has trained 
hundreds of actors, offers instruction in fundamental principles 
of theatrical acting.

Andrés Vicente is a Spanish acting coach and actor. He created 
his own acting school in Barcelona, Actúa!

THEATER, 200 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75
20 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $20.95 (CAN $24.95)
ISBN: 9788415256854
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO  DECEMBER
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Dibujo de una ciudad
A translation of Drawing from the City (9789380340173)

Teju Behan

Made from artisanal paper and screen-printed by hand, this is 
the autobiography of a self-taught artist and his migration as a 
teen from his impoverished village to a Bombay shantytown.

Teju Behan is an Indian author. He was raised in a poor, rural 
village in Rajasthan. Haku Shah is an Indian painter.

ART, 28 PAGES, 9.5 X 14.25
24 B&W ILLUSTRATIONS
CLOTH, $24.95 (CAN $29.95)
ISBN: 9788415357490
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  NOVEMBER

Magia grande para  
manos pequeñas
A translation of Big Magic for Little Hands (9780761180098)

Joshua Jay

Children love magic, both seeing it and performing for friends 
and family. This is a profusely illustrated book of simple illusions 
for children to master and wow audiences of all ages. They’ll 
learn how to make their sibling levitate, how to escape Houd-
ini-style, and much more, all while developing reading, prob-
lem-solving, and public-speaking skills.

Joshua Jay is a magician, author, and lecturer who has performed 
his show in over 59 countries. In 1998 he was crowned World 
Champion of Close-up Magic at the World Magic Seminar, and 
he has appeared on every major television network. Notably, he 
has performed on Good Morning America. He is the author of 
seven books on magic, including Magic: The Complete Course. 
He currently resides in New York City.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION, AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7  
112 PAGES, 10.5 X 13.5
50 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $29.95 (CAN $35.95)
ISBN: 9788415058304
RIGHTS: WORLD

PÁGINAS LIBROS DE MAGIA  MARCH 2017
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Camino a Tenango
Path to Tenango

Gimena Romero

Tenango de Doria, Mexico, is a snowy, mountainous place, home 
to many spirits. Camino a Tenango is a cultural project headed 
by textile artist Gimena Romero. Her goal is to teach people 
about tenango embroidery, one of the pillars of Mexican indige-
nous textile art.

Gimena Romero is an artist and illustrator specialized in textile 
art. She studied plastic and visual arts at the National School of 
Painting, Sculpture and Printmaking in Mexico City as well as 
printing and illustration at the National School of Fine Art in 
Lyon, France.

ART, 64 PAGES, 8.625 X 11.75
60 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
CLOTH, $19.99 (CAN $23.99)
ISBN: 9788415357803
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  MARCH 2017

No hay nada mal contigo
Guía de autodisciplina compasiva
A translation of There is Nothing Wrong With You 
(9780971030909)

Cheri Huber

This book reveals the origin of self-hate, how self-hate works, 
how to identify it, and how to go beyond it. It provides examples 
of some of the forms self-hate takes, including taking blame but 
not credit, holding grudges, and trying to be perfect, and explores 
the many facets of self-hate, including its role in addiction, the 
battering cycle, and the illusion of control. After addressing these 
factors, it illustrates how a meditation practice can be developed 
and practiced in efforts to free oneself from self-hating beliefs.

Cheri Huber has been a student and teacher of Zen for over 35 
years and is the founder of the Zen Monastery Peace Center and 
Living Compassion, a nonprofit dedicated to peace and service. 
She is also the author of 20 books including The Big Bamboozle 
and What You Practice Is What You Have.

SPIRITUALITY, 300 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5
50 LINE DRAWINGS
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $14.95)
ISBN: 9780991596348
RIGHTS: WORLD

KEEP IT SIMPLE BOOKS  MARCH 2017
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Cien x 100 Series

100 cuestiones de 
matemáticas
Descubre su cara más amable
100 Mathematical Questions

Miquel Capó

This book unveils hundreds of issues af-
firming mathematics as a useful, interesting 
and a very ancient science, while address-
ing such questions as what is the golden 
number; what is the relationship between 
the word Google and mathematics; what is 
the best mathematical formula; how to cal-
culate distance to and from the horizon, or 
if there is more than one infinite number. 
The book demonstrates that you cannot 
live a day without numbers and that math-
ematics can be anecdotal and fun.

Miquel Capó Dolz  holds a degree in 
mathematics from the Polytechnic Univer-
sity of Catalonia and Master in Education. 
He is a math teacher, and has published 
over twenty math books, as well as puzzles 
and games.

MATHEMATICS, 256 PAGES, 10.5 X 9.25
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.95)
ISBN: 9788416012428
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  FEBRUARY 2017

Dar y recibir
Un enfoque revolucionario  
sobre el éxito
A translation of Give and Take 
(9780670026555)

Adam H Grant

• English- Language edition was a New York  
   Times and Wall Street Journal Bestseller

• English- language edition sold over  
   70,000 copies

For generations, we have focused on the 
individual drivers of success: passion, hard 
work, talent, and luck. But today, success is 
increasingly dependent on how we interact 
with others. It turns out that at work, most 
people operate as takers, matchers, or 
givers. Using his own pioneering research, 
Adam Grant shows that these styles have a 
surprising impact on success.

Adam Grant received his B.A. from 
Harvard and his Ph.D. in organizational 
psychology from the University of Michi-
gan. He has been recognized as one of the 
world’s 25 most influential management 
thinkers and the world’s top 40 business 
professors under 40.

BUSINESS, 296 PAGES, 6.5 X 9
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95)
ISBN: 9786077354963
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO  OCTOBER

El futuro ya está aquí
The Future is Already Here

Jorge Blaschke

The reality that surrounds us is changing 
rapidly. What just a few years ago seemed 
like the distant future has now become our 
everyday. In this new knowledge-based 
society, advances and discoveries will pro-
ceed at an alarming rate: driverless cars, 
revolutionary nanotechnology, new energy 
sources, teleportation, drones… This book 
explores the future to come through a 
series of scenarios that, while hypothetical, 
might also be just around the corner.

Jorge Blaschke is a Spanish journalist and 
paleontologist. He received the Spanish 
national prize for journalism and has co 
directed and participated in numerous ex-
cavations. He is the author of Cerebro 2.0, 
Inmortal: la vida en un clic and Ponga un 
robot en su vida, among other books

TECHNOLOGY, 256 PAGES, 5.75 X 9
83 B&W PHOTOS
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $25.95)
ISBN: 9788415256885
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

REDBOOK EDICIONES/MA NON TROPPO  
DECEMBER
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Cuadernos para el Recuerdo Series

Mis Viajes
My Travels

Events written down stay with us longer. That is the mission of the 
notebook you hold in your hands; an exceptional creative team 
has designed this object just for you. No two will be alike, because 
you’ll fill yours with your unique observations and passions.

Cecilia Monllor studied journalism at the University of Navarra 
and until recently, managed many bookstores in northern Spain.

TRAVEL, 104 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
4 W/C ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788495923837
RIGHTS: US

EDITORIAL PRIMERAPERSONA  DECEMBER

Mis Lecturas
My Readings

Events written down stay with us longer. That is the mission of the 
notebook you hold in your hands; an exceptional creative team 
has designed this object just for you. No two will be alike, because 
you’ll fill yours with your unique observations and passions.

Cecilia Monllor studied journalism at the University of Navarra 
and until recently, managed many bookstores in northern Spain.

LITERARY COLLECTIONS, 104 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
4 W/C ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788495923844
RIGHTS: US

EDITORIAL PRIMERAPERSONA  FEBRUARY 2017
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Cuadernos para el Recuerdo Series

Mis Gastronotas
My Gastronomy Notes

Events written down stay with us longer. That is the mission of the 
notebook you hold in your hands; an exceptional creative team 
has designed this object just for you. No two will be alike, because 
you’ll fill yours with your unique observations and passions.

Cecilia Monllor studied journalism at the University of Navarra 
and until recently, managed many bookstores in northern Spain.

COOKING, 104 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
4 W/C ILLUSTRATIONS
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788495923288
RIGHTS: US

EDITORIAL PRIMERAPERSONA  DECEMBER

Mis Películas
My Movies

Events written down stay with us longer. That is the mission of the 
notebook you hold in your hands; an exceptional creative team 
has designed this object just for you. No two will be alike, because 
you’ll fill yours with your unique observations and passions.

Cecilia Monllor studied journalism at the University of Navarra 
and until recently, managed many bookstores in northern Spain.

FILM, 104 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $23.95)
ISBN: 9788495923233
RIGHTS: US

EDITORIAL PRIMERAPERSONA  DECEMBER



Flores
Editorial Alma
ART, 72 PAGES, 6.75 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $13.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618423 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Felicidad
100 diseños para sentir  
alegría y pensar en positivo
Angela Porter
ART, 208 PAGES, 9.75 X 8.75 
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $24.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618379 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Cómo motivar
Un método práctico y rápido
Reinhard Sprenger
BUSINESS, 96 PAGES, 4.5 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618058 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Cómo administrar  
bien su tiempo
Lothar Seiwert
SELF-HELP, 96 PAGES, 4.5 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618003 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Cómo administrar bien el 
tiempo para caóticos
Lothar Seiwert, Horst Müller,  
and Anette Labaek
SELF-HELP, 96 PAGES, 4.5 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618218 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Calma
100 diseños para meditar y relajarse
Angela Porter
ART, 208 PAGES, 9.75 X 8.75 
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $24.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618362 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Aprenda a meditar
De forma fácil rápida y sencilla
Monica A. Pohl
SELF-HELP, 96 PAGES, 4.5 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618256 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Y dejó escapar sus ojos
Second edition
Teresa Zataraín
CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
36 PAGES, 10.5 X 10 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, 
$18.95 (CAN $26.95) 
ISBN: 9788494147319 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CREOTZ

Tú serás mi flor
Second edition
Teresa Zataraín
CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
36 PAGES, 10.5 X 10 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, 
$18.95 (CAN $26.95) 
ISBN: 9788494147326 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CREOTZ

Sin miedo a decir  
te quiero
Teresa Zataraín
CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS  
36 PAGES, 10.5 X 10 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, 
$18.95 (CAN $26.95) 
ISBN: 9788494147333 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CREOTZ

Lucas
Mar Nieto
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS  
100 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.5 
TRADE PAPER, $16.00 (CAN $23.00) 
ISBN: 9788494147340 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CREOTZ

En la cuna del mar
Antonio García-Teijeiro
CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS  
64 PAGES, 9.5 X 6.75 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, 
$19.95 (CAN $28.00) 
ISBN: 9788494147357 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

CREOTZ
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Vivir positivamente
Guía práctica para conseguirlo
Roger Johnson
SELF-HELP, 96 PAGES, 4.5 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618317 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Superar el estrés
Soluciones para vivir mejor
Antony Fedrigotti
SELF-HELP, 96 PAGES, 4.5 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618034 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Serenidad
100 diseños para estimular los  
sentidos y despertar la creatividad
Angela Porter
ART, 208 PAGES, 9.75 X 8.75 
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $24.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618386 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Self-Coaching
Mejorar el rendimiento  
en el trabajo
Stefanie Demann
SELF-HELP, 96 PAGES, 4.5 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618126 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Organizarse de  
forma eficaz
Detlef Koenig
SELF-HELP, 96 PAGES, 4.5 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618010 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Negociar con éxito  
en la vida cotidiana
Peter Brandl
BUSINESS, 96 PAGES, 4.5 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618225 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Mariposas
Editorial Alma
ART, 72 PAGES, 6.75 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $13.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618416 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Manual práctico:  
verbos en inglés
María Luisa Millán
LANGUAGE & LINGUISTICS  
96 PAGES, 4.5 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618270 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Inteligencia emocional
La clave para el éxito profesional
Jörg Wurzer
SELF-HELP, 96 PAGES, 4.5 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618140 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Ilusiones ópticas
Editorial Alma
ART, 72 PAGES, 6.75 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $13.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618409 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Hablar bien en público  
y en privado
Peter Heigl
LANGUAGE & LINGUISTICS  
96 PAGES, 4.5 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $10.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618157 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA

Gatos
Editorial Alma
ART, 72 PAGES, 6.75 X 6.75 
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $13.95) 
ISBN: 9788415618393 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA 

EDITORIAL ALMA
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  Los, 86
Amigurumi, 54
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Amores trágicos, 73
Animación en azúcar, 59
Animales, 5
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Aventuras de Alicia en el país de las  
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aventuras de Pinocho, Las, 28
baba del caracol, La, 90
Bienvenido dolor, 71
Big game, 39
Blancanieves, 24
Bordados decorativos para el hogar, 52
Breve antología de poesía mexicana  
  impúdica, procaz, satírica y burlesca, 89
¡Buenas noches!, 10

  TITLE INDEX

CD
caída de Berlin, La, 96
canción del parque, La, 31
Canciones de amor a quemarropa, 81
Caperucita Roja, 24
Caras, 7
Carcaj : Vislumbres, 87
Cenicienta, 11
Cenicienta, 25
chica del grupo, La, 106
Chupetes de luna, 18
Ciencia y Más Allá, 63
Clases magistrales de pastelería, 55
cocina para diabéticos, La, 61
Comandos y raids, 96
Come bebé, sanamente, 15
Comedia con fantasmas, 81
Cómo adiestrar a tu perro, 103
Cómo hacerse invisible, 36
Cómo preparar con éxito un concierto  
  o audición, 105
Comprender a Osho, 63
Compro, luego existo, 103
Contemplación, 77
corazón de los yoga sûtras, El, 46
Correr para pensar y sentir, 64
Crea tu móvil, 27
Crónicas de la Era K-pop, 80
Cuenta conmigo, 99
Cuentas claras...relaciones largas, 42
Cuentos selectos, 74
cueva y el cosmos, La, 69
Cupcakes, 58
Curso de Magia Tarbell 6, 102
Curso de Magia Tarbell 7, 102
Curso de Magia Tarbell 8, 102

Daniel Lezama, 100

De la A a los Zapatos, 3
Derecho al goce, 50
diarios de Adán y Eva, Los, 80
dieta del día siguiente, La, 44
Diez ardillas, 12
Dime cómo haces el amor y te diré  
  quien eres, 50
Dime con quién andas y te diré quién  
  eres, 42
Dime qué te pasa y te diré qué peli ver, 98
¡Dinosaurios!, 5
Dinosaurios en colores, 3
Diversión y juegos para dos, 27
divina comedia, La, 78
¿Dónde está? ¡Acá está!, 2
Dora Maar, 91
Drácula, el vampirismo y Bram Stoker, 76
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Edmundo, 19
Encuentro en Rusia, 31
En el mar, 8
En el país del silencio, 89
En el reino de la puntuación, 30
En el zoo, 8
En la ciudad, 9
En la granja, 9
¡En marcha!, 7
Esa luz que nos quema, 89
Excentric Cinema, 18
extraño caso del Dr. Jekyll y Mr. Hyde,  
  El, 74
falso pulgar, El, 101
Familiaris, 82
faro y la noche, El, 77
Fiestas dulces, 59
fin de los tiempos, El, 37
Flores de Bach, 48
Flor negra, 34
Francisco, 94
From Behind What Landscape, 87
fuente de tu poder, La, 62
fuerza de la compasión, La, 65
Garum, 83
Gioconda, 82
Gorros, manoplas, patucos y bufandas, 54
gran Gatsby, El, 73
gran novela americana, La, 85
Hamburguesas, 57
Hard Rock, 104
¡Hay un lémur en el tendedero!, 13
¡Hay un panda en mi picnic!, 13
hazañas de los superhéroes y la física,  
  Las, 98
historia del pequeño lirón que no podía  
  dormir, La, 1
Historias de un idiota, 83
Homenaje al camino, 87
Horda, 36
huerto en 1m2 para niños, El, 26

JKLMNO
avier Marín, 100
lado salvaje, El, 37
Ladrón de cadáveres, 79
lago de los cisnes, El, 30
Lea este libro si desea tomar buenas  
  fotografías, 101
lenguaje musical, El, 105
¿Le pondremos un bigote?, 12
libro de los garabatos, El, 22
Libro juego, 10
llave, La, 32
Madame Bovary, 75
Maestría personal, 107
Maldito United, 106
Masaje, 48
#MasGordoElAmor, 36

JKLMNO (continued)
Más rojo bajo el sol, 88
Matecracks 3 años, 20
Matecracks 4 años, 20
Matecracks 5 años, 21
Matecracks 6 años, 21
Matecracks 7 años, 21
Matemática para  
padres desesperados, 41
mecha encendida, La, 97
Méjico, 79
mejores historias de Sherlock Holmes,  
  Las, 74
mejores quesos artesanos del mundo,  
  Los, 56
menú para el celiáco, El, 61
mente más allá de la muerte, La, 67
metamorfosis y otros cuentos, La, 76
mitos, Los, 69
mucama de Omicunlé, La, 84
Mujeres que nacieron diferentes, 91
Ñac ñac, 14
Ñam ñam, 12
naufragios del desierto, Los, 88
No te preocupes, ¡enfádate si quieres!, 68
nuevo manual de la curación por las  
  flores de Bach, El, 47
Olivo roto, 95
Ornamento, 84

PQRS
Pajaritos de tela, 53
Palabras, 6
Papa Francisco y el nuevo Vaticano, El, 93
Pasteles del mundo, 56
Pensándolo bien. Cómo escapar de  
  tus rutinas mentales, 99
Pequeños dinosaurios, 4
Perdonar lo imperdonable, 71
¡Pesadillas!, 33
pescador de esponjas, El, 40
Pictograma, 32
Pilates, 48
¡Pim! ¡Pam! ¡Pum!, 31
¡Pinta con tus manos y pies!, 23
Pío pío, 14
Plutón sale de paseo, 29
poder de la ropa, El, 55
Ponga un robot  
en su vida, 107
Prendas de ganchillo divertidas, 53
proceso, El, 75
¿Qué es la ciencia?, 26
¿Qué hago con un niño con  
discapacidad? apóyalo, 43
¿Qué hago con un niño con  
discapacidad? edúcalo, 43
Qué nos espera en el más allá, 95
¿Qué quieres, caracol?, 23
Rapunzel, 25

PQRS (continued)
Rebelión en Verne, 40
Recuentos para Demián, 70
retrato de Dorian Gray, El, 75
Redondo, 29
Reflexología, 46
reina roja, La, 35
Reiniciados, 34
Relajación, 49
Repostería con Anna, 60
resistencia contra los nazis, La, 97
Respirad, 66
Ricitos de oro, 11
Rockabilly, 104
Sanando bullying con metafísica, 41
Series que están cambiando nuestra vida,  
  98
Ser músico y disfrutar de la vida, 105
Sexo, 51
Sexo y Sexualidad, 51
Siéntate como un Buda, 67
Si usted volara, 16
Sorry, I love you (Lo siento, te quiero), 72
Sosiego, 72

TUVWYZ
Tantra para occidentales, 94
Tartas en flor, 58
Técnicas de relajación psicosomática, 49
Técnicas prácticas de respiración, 49
Top Cakes, 60
traductores del viento, Los, 86
transporte al dedillo, El, 16
tres mellizas vamos de excursión, Las, 17
tres mellizas y blancanieves, Las, 17
Tres pasos para el despertar, 65
Tú y yo, Osito, 19
Una bala perdida, 39
Un año de punto, 52
Vente a casa, 81
verdadera, verdadera, verdadera historia  
  de las lágrimas de cocodrilo, Las, 22
viaje a pie de Johann Sebastian, El, 84
vida viene a cuento, La, 64
Visualización curativa, 47
Wild Cards 7, 78
Yoga, 46
yoga de la meditación, El, 68
Youtuber, 107
Zócalo, 88
Zodíaco, 38
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TO ORDER
CALL TOLL-FREE:
(800) 888-IPG1
(800) 888-4741
All other inquiries (312) 337-0747
FAX (312) 337-5985
E-MAIL: orders@ipgbook.com
Visit our website at www.ipgbook.com

OR WRITE:
INDEPENDENT PUBLISHERS GROUP
Order Department
814 North Franklin Street
Chicago, IL 60610

Independent Publishers Group is represented to the trade by the following people:

TRADE SALES: Jeff Palicki, x281
NATIONAL ACCOUNTS: Mark Voigt, x205 
SPANISH SPECIAL SALES: Diana Calice, x216 
ACADEMIC SALES: Paul Murphy, x229 
GIFT AND SPECIAL SALES: Michael Riley, x258 
EDUCATIONAL SALES: Karen Adler, x270 
PUBLISHER/TITLE DEVELOPMENT: Mary Rowles, x224 
PUBLICITY: Caitlin Eck x236

Mid-Atlantic & New England
Chesapeake & Hudson, Inc. 
115 W. Potomac Street
Brunswick, MD 21716 
Phone 800-231-4469 
Fax 800-307-5163 
office@cheshud.com
Ted Wedel, Bill Hoar, Michael Gourley,  
Steve Straw, Janine Jensen, Sally Lindsay

Office: Robin Bell, Jennifer Hawkinberry, 
Angie Nicewarner 

Midwest (to Texas)
Fujii Associates 
10621 Tower Drive
Orland Park, IL 60467 
Phone 708-978-7826
Fax 708-949-8846 
kathybogs@fujiiassociates.com 
Don Sturtz, Eric Heidemann,  
Mark Fleeman, Thomas Bowen,  
Andy Holcomb, Barbara Aronson,  
Beth Chang 

Office: Kathy Bogs, Gina Heidemann

South
Southeastern Book Travelers, LLC
1920 Valleydale Road, Suite 220
Birmingham, AL 35244 
Phone 205-682-8570 
Fax 770-804-2013 
sbtorders@bellsouth.net 
Chip Mercer, Jim Barkley, 
Stewart Koontz, Rich Thompson

West
Faherty & Associates, Inc. 
6665 SW Hampton Street, Ste 100
Portland, OR 97223 
Phone 800-824-2888 
Phone (503) 639-3113
Fax (800) 257-8646
Fax (503) 598-9850
faherty@fahertybooks.com 
Tom Faherty Jr., Ken Guerins, 
Meredith Baker, Molly Divine,  
Trevin Matlock, Richard McNeace 

Office: Shea Petty, Anna Miller

Canada (Select Publishers)
Canadian Manda Group 
165 Dufferin Street
Toronto, Ontario M6K 3H6
Canada 
Phone 416-516-0911 
Fax 416-516-0917 
general@mandagroup.com 
Nick Smith, Carey Low, Peter Hill-Field,  
Tim Gain, Anthony Iantorno, 
Joanne Adams, Chris Hickey,  
Ellen Warwick, Jennifer Fyffe,  
Iolanda Millar, Jean Cichon, Emily Patry, 
Kristina Koski, Jacques Filippi,  
Dave Nadalin

Office: Tracey Bhangu, Megan Beadle

Teacher Supply Stores: Midwest
Educational Marketing Service 
1329 S. Evergreen Avenue
Arlington Heights, IL 60005 
Phone 800-333-7460
Fax 847-364-0179
dave@educational-marketing.com
Dave Henderson

Teacher Supply Stores: West
Jim Dobbs 
Phone 714-893-6413
jimdobbs@gmail.com

Teacher Supply Stores: Southeast
Clifton Company
919 N. Shore Drive
Southport, NC 28461
Phone 888-373-2888
Fax 888-905-8609
cliftonco@atmc.net
Mike Clifton, Joy Clifton 

New England & Mid-Atlantic
Independent Publishers Group
814 N. Franklin Street
Chicago, IL 60610
Phone 312-337-0747 x270
kadler@ipgbook.com

To inquire about eligible returns, write or call:
Independent Publishers Group, Returns Department
814 North Franklin Street, Chicago, IL 60610 (312) 337-0747 

Returns will be refused at this address.  
No credit will be given for ineligible returns.

Australia
John Reed Book Distribution 
11 Yandala Street
P.O. Box 257
Tea Gardens, NSW 2324
Australia
Phone 612-4997-2936 
Fax 612-4997-2937 
charles@johnreedbooks.com.au  
www.johnreedbooks.com.au

New Zealand
Nationwide Book Distributors Ltd
P.O. Box 65
Oxford 7443
New Zealand
Phone 64-03-366-9559
Fax 64-03-366-4801
info@nationwidebooks.co.nz

Bermuda, Caribbean Islands, 
Central and South America, 
Mexico & U.S. Military Bases
J. C. Carrillo, Inc.
P.O. Box 6146
Santa Fe, NM 87502
Phone 505-986-8458
Fax 505-438-0206
jerry@jc-carrillo.com
www.jc-carrillo.com
Jerry Cruz Carrillo Ortiz

China
China Publishers Marketing
Unit 5A, Floor 5, No.2
Lane 99 North CaoXi Road
Xuhui District
Shanghai
China, 200030
Phone/Fax: 0086-21-54259557 
benjamin.pan@cpmarketing.com.cn

Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, 
Brunei, Thailand & Hong Kong
Shaik Mohamed Ariff
Fathima News Enterprise
10 Ubi Crescent #03-42
Ubi Techpark (Lobby C)
Singapore 408564
Phone 65-6220-0532
Fax 65-6226-0123
fneariff@singnet.com.sg

Singapore & Malaysia
Publishers Marketing Services Pte Ltd
10-C Jalan Ampas #07-01
Ho Seng Lee Flatted Warehouse
Singapore 329513
Phone 65-62565166
Fax 65-62530008
info@pms.com.sg

Philippines, Micronesia & Korea
Mind Mover Publishing House
341 Katipunan Avenue
Loyola Heights
Quezon City
Philippines 1100
Phone 63-2-435-1015
Fax 63-2-920-7533
lazoleilani@yahoo.com

Japan
DIP, Inc.
KT Ochanomizu Hijiribashi Bldg 4F
1-3-4, Yushima, Bunkyo-ku
Tokyo, Japan
Phone 81-3-5842-9050
Fax 81-3-5842-9080 

Trade Reps Education Reps

International Reps
UK & Europe  
Gazelle Book Services 
White Cross Mills
High Town
South Road
Lancaster LA1 4XS, England 
Phone 44-1524-68765 
Fax 44-1524-63232 
sales@gazellebooks.co.uk

Academic Titles Only
Eurospan Limited
3 Henrietta Street
Covent Garden
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Phone 44(0)1767 604972
Fax: 44 (0)1767 601640
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